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Abstract: Many researchers in management of information systems (MIS) believe that 

Chinese culture is special and influences ERP implementation success in Chinese enterprises, 

especially Government-owned enterprises (GOEs). Many studies focused on Chinese 

enterprises, but few have discussed cultural influence in details. This research examines the 

uniqueness of ERP projects in Chinese GOEs, and provides a possible solution to handle the 

problems.  
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1. Introduction 

Although the concept of ERP systems were first introduce to China in 1990s, 

which is almost 30 years later than in some developed countries, China has now 

become one of the largest IT product markets in the world. The ERP trend boomed the 

IT market, according to MingSheng Securities (2011), the ERP market will grow 

steadily at a 17% increasing rate in the next three years (translated from MingSheng 

Securities, 2011). The fast development of technology and perceived benefits of 

information systems has drawn managers‘ attentions, while the failure rate has made 

them hesitant on the other hand. According to a research conducted by Chinese 

researchers, in China around 1000 enterprises had implemented ERP in 2004, of 

which only 10% - 20% enterprises implemented ERP systems within the budget on 

time, mostly foreign-invest enterprises (Jin WeiPing, 2004).  

How could Chinese enterprises improve the success possibilities of ERP 

implementation? This question has confused many researchers since the time when 

ERP was born. In China, researchers have studied the Chinese ERP market from 

different perspectives. One of the most accepted reasons of ERP failure is that 

Chinese enterprises run in a totally different culture background, which is 

incompatible with the value embedded in ERP systems. Most researchers claim that 

large Chinese enterprises mostly belong to the government and thus, it is difficult to 

change their business processes. But as Government-owned enterprises‘ (GOE) 

reformation is on-going, situation has changed in those enterprises as well. Managers 

have realized that implementing ERP systems is important to stay competitive, and 

change is necessary to the enterprise‘s survival. On the other hand, theories supporting 

ERP implementation develop at a much slower pace than the development of 

technology. Researchers tend to focus on exploring problems existed in particular 

organizations, which varies from organization to organization. As a result, it is 

difficult for those who want to implement an ERP system to find a starting point. The 

lack of experiences and theoretical support increases the chance of failure, and 

managers may feel confused about how to manage the project.  

The case company enterprise C is a GOE that just launched its share on Stock 

Exchange of Hong Kong in December, 2012. The enterprise was founded in 1978 and 

was trying to implement a system to replace the paperwork since the 1990s. But the 

project intermittently progressed during the last two decades, and was never 

completed. Comparing with other enterprises, GOEs possess more resources and can 

deal with bigger risks, the implementation failure will not definitely bring the 

enterprise to bankruptcy.  

However, it was not until recently that the enterprise C started the project again. 



 

 

According to the CIO of enterprise C, the enterprise adopted an incremental strategy, 

meaning implementing the new system step by step, and modifying further plans at 

the same time. However, the legacy systems make the project more difficult and bring 

complicate issues such as compatibility and updating. Most people believe that the 

new system conflicts with the way they are used to work, which raises organizational 

resistance. The old managers feel their power decreased by the new system, thus act 

passively during the whole implementation process. The complex situation has 

brought the project to the edge of failure many times. On the other hand, the new CIO 

in enterprise C believed that ERP is necessary to Chinese companies, although the 

trend started late in China comparing with some developed countries. People are less 

experienced in the area, which makes managers feel rather confused about the project. 

Current studies focus more on studying influential factors to ERP implementations, 

which are mostly based on case studies and thus, are difficult to generalize. Managers 

are in need of theories and tools helping them find a way out of the mess. Observed 

that such phenomenon commonly exist in many GOEs, it is practical to study how to 

deal with such situations and bring the ERP system to success.  

1.1 Background  

It is easier to understand the thesis if the readers have some knowledge about 

Chinese culture and Government-owned Enterprises (GOEs) first, as many people 

may not be familiar with Chinese enterprises. Various types of enterprises co-exist in 

China due to historical reasons. Even GOEs can be divided into different types, for 

example, there are enterprises that belong to the state council (national government) 

and enterprises that belong to the financial department or city council. Some of the 

enterprises are not purely government owned, but the government holds the 

enterprises‘ stock, and therefore can control the enterprise.  

In this paper, I will focus on large GOEs that belong to the national government. 

According to YuHui (2010), GOEs take around 60% of Chinese economy. Such 

enterprises have a lot in common. For example, they act upon government policies to 

influence and direct the economy and thus, profit is not the only important object of 

the enterprises (FindLaw.cn, 2011). Large GOEs are commonly supported by the 

national government, which means they are able to access more resources than other 

types of GOEs. However, according to China News (2014), the advantage of GOEs is 

like a double-sword, which brings drawbacks such as corruption, lack of competitive 

advantages, rigid and bureaucratic management style, long-term loses on profit and so 

on.  

GOE reformation was initiated against this background. The core of the 

reformation is to bring competition to the market and loosen government control over 



 

 

GOEs. The reformation has proceeded incrementally, but still some of the GOEs have 

gone bankrupt and were acquired by other enterprises. The government issued an 

official document that encouraged enterprises implementing information systems in 

2006, published on the government website. The government policies, together with 

the pressure of survive, pushed GOEs pursuing information systems, but as I have 

discussed earlier, many enterprises failed due to complex problems.  

Some researchers suggest that Private Ventures and Joint Ventures can easier 

adopt an ERP system than GOEs. However, problems exist in both PVs and JVs as 

well. There were neither Private Ventures (PV) nor Joint Ventures (JV) in China until 

1978, but PVs and JVs developed at an astonishing speed in the past 37 years. Joint 

ventures have to face the problem of entering Chinese market and communicate with 

their Chinese partners. Kazmi et al (2013) identified eight barriers including culture, 

language, policy differences and so on. The foreign enterprise has to study a lot to 

adapt to Chinese market. Based on such an argument, we can imagine the chaos when 

JVs are implementing new ERP systems.  

PVs, on the other hand, are local enterprises and are familiar with Chinese 

regulation and policy, but PVs have limited access to resources and are less 

competitive in the market, compared with GOEs. The credibility of PVs has also been 

under suspicious in China. China.com (2005) had a survey regarding the credibility of 

enterprises. The survey divided enterprises into six types and PV is the fifth on the 

ranking list. I will give detailed discussions regarding this topic in later sections.  

In sum, GOEs, PVs and JVs all have specific problems as well as advantages. It 

is important to all types of enterprises to clarify their situations before making any 

decisions, especially when the decision, such as implementing ERP systems, greatly 

influences the survival of the enterprise. Nonetheless, it is never a good choice to 

avoid implementing ERP systems. Enterprise system allows seamless information 

share, and thus is a critical component of most every business process today, since 

information flow is at the core of most every process (Perlson & Saunders, 2009). 

China as a fast developing country faces more problems, because the technology 

evolves much faster than human mind-sets. GOEs are less flexible and believe they 

can always rely on the government. Changing such a situation needs a long time and 

the process can be painful.  

The research presented in this paper will hopefully provide guidance for GOEs to 

implement ERP project successfully, and offer a view of this problem from a different 

perspective.  



 

 

1.2 Terms 

The research will use abbreviations and thus, it is necessary to explain the terms 

used in this paper.  

GOE: Government-owned Enterprises. As I have explained in Chapter 1.1, 

GOEs take a large percentage of Chinese economy. Such enterprises act upon 

government orders and usually have accesses to more resources than other types of 

enterprises. This paper will focus on GOEs that directly belong to the national 

government, which is the top-level of GOEs in China. The reason of choosing such 

type of GOE is that they are the market leaders in China. As the government requires 

informationalization, such type of GOEs have to react quickly to government orders. 

It is appropriate to say that informationalization has to be initiated by GOEs, so that 

other enterprises, or lower-level GOEs can see the effects of implementing 

information systems and start to think about their own situations. 

JV: Joint venture. In China, JVs are enterprises that owned by both Chinese and 

foreign stakeholders. Usually people believe that JVs are controlled by foreign 

stakeholders and thus, is influenced largely by the controller.  

PV: Private venture. This type of enterprises is the most complicated group in 

Chinese economy. It means that the enterprise is owned by individuals. The scale of 

PV can vary from a family to thousands of employees. Some large-scaled PVs will 

sell part of their stocks to the government, so that they will have government support 

to some extent.  

MIS: Management of Information Systems. Wikipedia defines MIS as managing 

of information systems to provide efficiency and effectiveness of strategic decision 

making (Wikipedia, 2015). MIS is a wide concept however; this paper will focus on 

ERP implementation, as it is an important part of MIS studies. 

ERP systems: Enterprise Resource Planning systems. It is business management 

software—typically a suite of integrated applications—that a company can use to 

collect, store, manage and interpret data from many business activities (Wikipedia, 

2015). ERP system implementation is very complicated and requires large amount of 

resources. ERP failure can bring disaster to a company.  

Culture: Tylor (1974) defines culture as a complex whole which includes 

knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities and habits 

acquired by man as a member of society (Tylor, 1974). It is difficult to define a 

boundary of culture. In this paper, as ERP implementation happens only in the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_making
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_making


 

 

enterprise, it is less likely that the system will violate people‘s views regarding arts, 

and the way people live a life should not bring any effects to ERP systems. What‘s 

more, the main purpose of implementing ERP systems is to manage information, and 

standardize the working processes, laws should not be conflict with ERP 

implementation. Based on such arguments, I believe that it is the business culture 

rather than national culture that influences ERP implementation.  

 Business culture: In this paper, I would like to define culture as the shared 

beliefs, ideologies and norms that influence organizational actions or 

behavior (Jones et al, 2006). ERP implementation usually happens within an 

enterprise or a group, which means that comparing with the wide concept 

―culture‖, business culture may have greater influences toward ERP 

implementation. 

CSF: Critical success factors are those few things that must go well to  ensure 

success for a manager or an organization, and, therefore, they represent those 

managerial or enterprise area, that must be given special and continual attention to 

bring about high performance (Boynlon & Zmud, 1984). The definition of CSF 

indicates that in order to achieve ERP success, it is necessary to achieve the CSFs. In 

the context of this paper, if any CSF is unique in China, the source of the uniqueness 

may be traced back to culture difference.   

  



 

 

2. Research Method & Structure 

M. Saunders et al (2010) once defined that a research should have three 

characteristics: 

 Data are collected systematically; 

 Data are interpreted systematically; 

 There is a clear purpose: to find things out. 

(M. Saunders et al, 2010) 

Besides, in order to ensure the credibility and reliability of a research, it is 

important to explain how the research is structured. I found that M. Saunders et al 

(2010) provided a complete research framework in their book, and this chapter is 

structured based on the framework in their book. The research process is thoroughly 

elaborated in M Saunders et al (2010), but I will focus on explaining the research 

structure, research strategy and research method in this Chapter.  

2.1 Research Structure 

The research is conducted from an inductive approach, which means there are no 

pre-determined hypotheses before collecting data. However, it is important to have a 

research structure as the guideline of the paper to ensure that the study will have a 

convincible conclusion. I would like to illustrate the research structure in a picture 

(see figure 2.4.1). 



 

 

 
Figure 2.4.1 Research Structure 

Figure 2.4.1 shows the structure of this paper. There are two parts of this research, 

literature analysis and case study. The purpose of literature analysis is to identify the 

unique CSFs to ERP success in China. As I explained in Chapter 1.2, CSF means that 

a factor is necessary to ERP success. A primary review of Chinese literature regarding 

ERP implementation revealed that many researchers tend to think culture difference 

as one of the CSF to ERP success, which means Chinese researchers should have 

found unique CSFs that only appeared in Chinese cases, and the reason of such 

uniqueness is caused by culture difference. In order to test such opinion, there will be 

two groups of literature, general and China-specific. By comparing the two groups, I 

will be able to identify the unique CSFs in China and thus, analyze the culture 

influence behind the uniqueness. If a factor is critical to both groups, the factor should 

not be considered as the effects of culture difference. On the other hand, a unique 

factor may have different sources, which makes it necessary to analyze the culture 

source of such factor. I think that previous researchers did a lot of work on exploring 

the depth of ERP implementation through case studies; however, the literature 

analysis will provide a horizontal view of CSF to ERP success. By comparing the two 

groups, I can identify the differences and similarities between different cases; and the 

literature analysis will provide a clue of possible effects of culture difference, and 



 

 

make it possible to form hypothesis according to the results. The result from literature 

analysis may not be convincible, and it is possible that there are hidden factors that 

were not discovered by previous researchers. Case study aims at testing the 

hypothesis from literature review and modification.  

As I have discussed in chapter 2.1, the research starts with culture influences. It is 

widely accepted that culture differences can be quite influential, but few has discussed 

the topic, and give an acceptable conclusion. The research question will be explored 

through literature analysis and case study, which have been discussed in chapter 2.2 

and chapter 2.3. Literature analysis will reveal the research trend, which stands for the 

mainstream opinion in the MIS research. By conducting a content analysis, I would 

like to find out the CSFs identified in current researches, and thus conclude the 

academic opinions regarding CSFs to ERP implementation. I will focus on, but not 

limited to, culture influences, because the aim of the analysis is to identify the most 

important factors that affect ERP implementation. A culture perspective does not 

mean that the paper studies only culture problems, but to include culture issues in 

consideration. Case study represents the real world. Theories usually need to be tested 

by the real world and be perfected. The results from content analysis can be 

cross-examined by case study, and modifications can be made according to it. If the 

result support culture influencing ERP project critically, I would like to explore how 

to minimize the effects, otherwise, I would like to explore the CSFs that need to be 

focused on in Chinese ERP projects. Either way, the expected outcome will enrich the 

theoretical framework of ERP implementation in Chinese context.  

2.2 Research Purpose 

Research purpose usually affects the strategy and method deployed by a research, 

so I decide to briefly explain the process of choosing the topic in this section. As I 

indicated in chapter one, the research aims at exploring the culture influences to ERP 

implementation in China, and providing a view of such problem from a different 

perspective. Although ERP is relatively new in the area of Management of 

Information Systems (MIS), the topic has drawn so many attentions from different 

researchers. China as a developing country didn‘t pay attention on ERP systems until 

the 1980s, and it is widely believed that the western culture embedded in the system is 

one of the main reasons of ERP failure.  

On the other hand, there are more than 200 countries and districts in the world. 

Some of the countries may share similar language and customs, but differences 

always exist. Examples could be China mainland and TaiWan, or the UK and the US. 

Some researchers suggested that foreign ERP vendors cannot adapt to the Chinese 

ERP market, because of the culture difference. However, according to Louis 



 

 

Columbus (2014), the top five ERP vendors took more than half of the global ERP 

market in 2013 (see Figure 2.1.1). The top five ERP vendors include SAP from 

Germany, Oracle, Infor and Microsoft from the US, and Sage from the UK. The ERP 

products from the top five ERP vendors are sold to a lot of organizations all over the 

world, and it is not appropriate to say that the company successfully implemented 

SAP or Oracle, because it shares similar culture embedded in the system. In China, 

SAP and Oracle are the most famous ERP vendors and dominate the ERP market 

greatly. The success cases are as many as the failure cases. MinSheng Securities (2011) 

suggested that SAP dominated 35% of ERP market in China. It is obvious that foreign 

ERP vendors share different culture with China and thus, cannot adapt to the Chinese 

market is not convincible. 

 

Figure 2.1.1 Global ERP Market share in 2013, retrieved from http://www.forbes.com 

Is China really so special, or Chinese companies just lack of experiences of ERP 

implementation? I found that although many studies were conducted under a 

China-specific context, very few of them gave satisfying answers. Based on such 

arguments, I believe it is necessary for both Chinese managers and researchers to 

think about the actual impacts of culture differences.  

M. Saunders et al (2010) specified three types of research purpose, including 

exploratory study, explanatory study and descriptive study. According to the 

discussion above, I would like to define the purpose of this paper as exploratory study. 

An exploratory study aims at clarifying the understanding of a problem (M. Saunders 

et al, 2010), which is in line with the aim of this paper. Another characteristic of 

exploratory study is flexibility. The research usually starts with a phenomenon or 

problem, as the research goes on, new data and analysis results bring new insights to 



 

 

the problem. Such flexibility allows a lot of possibilities. For example, this paper is 

trying to explore the culture impacts on ERP implementation in China. The answer at 

the beginning of the research is unlimited. The result can prove that either culture 

does influence ERP implementation greatly, or culture has nothing to do with ERP 

implementation. There is no hypothesis and limitations at the beginning, only a 

direction of the research. The answer to the initial question will be narrower as the 

research progresses, and finally come to a suitable explanation.  

2.3 Research Strategy & Method 

Having a suitable research strategy will make sure that the research process is 

going on the right track, and the research questions can be answered properly. I made 

the research strategy according to the research purpose. ERP implementation in China 

is a highly context-related research topic, so case study seems a good research strategy, 

as M. Saunders et al (2010) indicated that case study is suitable when the research 

topic need to be studied in a real life context. There are multiple case study and single 

case study, according to the number of cases studied in a research. In this paper, 

although a multiple case study may be more convincible, and the result can be 

generalized, resources are limited on each case studied. However, culture impact is a 

topic that needs to be thoroughly explored, which means the process is 

time-consuming. There are no expected answers, or pre-determined goals of the 

research, as I have elaborated in Chapter 2.1. Based on such arguments, I believe a 

single case study allows me to complete research purpose within the limitation of 

resources.  

Use of literature is another important research strategy of this paper. Data from 

case study may be insufficient to support the result and thus decrease the reliability. 

On the other hand, interview the important staff and the leader of ERP project in case 

company is one of the most important tools to collect data. However, the interviewees 

in Enterprise C can only accept once or twice interviews in the research period. The 

limited access requires me to be prepared before the interview. Literature can provide 

useful information and thus, help to decide the interview questions. What‘s more, the 

use of current news and government published government will outline the recent 

policies and trend, which makes it easier to study the phenomenon within the social 

context.  

The research purpose and strategies make it difficult to form hypothesis and test 

them in quantitative way. A qualitative research method, on the other hand, is more 

suitable to discover and explore an unknown area, or to understand, interpret or 

describe a phenomenon or setting (Walker, 1987). Content analysis is selected to 

analysis related literature. The result of content analysis is a set of categories, patterns 



 

 

or themes that can be further analyzed, according to Walker (1987). The aim of 

content analysis is to summarize a trend of existing studies in the area of ERP 

implementation. I will use a table to illustrate the main categorizes in a table and 

calculate the percentage of each category. Such calculation is often used in 

quantitative data analysis; however, combining two different analysis techniques is 

helpful in discovering new insights of existing studies. 

Interview the critical persons in Enterprise C will be the main data collection tool. 

As I mentioned in the above paragraph, the access to the organization is limited to 

once, or at most twice interviews, during the research time frame. So I decided to use 

a semi-structured interview as it allows some freedom while ensures the relevance of 

data collected. According to M. Saunders et al (2010), semi-structured interview 

requires the interviewer to have a list of questions and be prepared to ask additional 

questions according to the conversation content. However, recording is not acceptable 

by the interviewees. In order to ensure the reliability of data collected, I will take 

notes and ask the interviewees to sign on the notes after reading.  

Generalizability is considered a problem in single case studies. However, I 

believe that literature review and choosing a critical case can generalize the research 

findings to some extent. As I described in Chapter 2.1, the literature review will form 

hypothesis, and as the previous literatures were conducted under different background 

in different enterprises, the results of literature review can be viewed as common 

problems exist in many companies. The aim of case study is to test and cross-examine 

the results from literature review, which means case study will provide experiences 

from the real world as supplementary and modification. What‘s more, as previous 

literature is conducted under different background, a case study will provide a 

China-specific view to this problem. Enterprise C as a typical GOE in China is 

representative for many other GOEs. I will elaborate the selection process of the case 

company in the following chapter.  

2.4 Discussion Regarding Credibility 

A single case study is sometimes considered insufficient to explain a phenomena 

and the result is difficult to be generalized. However, the single case study offers an 

opportunity to study a phenomenon within the real context, according to M. Saunders 

et al (2010). The disadvantage of using a single case study can be decreased by 

choosing a critical case. As I indicated in the background, GOEs take an important 

role in Chinese economy, so it is important to explore the culture influences in a 

typical GOE. Enterprise C is chosen as it is one of the largest GOEs in China. I have 

introduced in Chapter 1.1 that GOEs can be classified into different levels. Enterprise 

C is classified as top level, because it is controlled by the central government.  



 

 

One of the reasons of choosing Enterprise C is that large GOEs are usually alike. 

Organizational culture in Enterprise C is sometimes referred to as ‗GOE culture‘ on 

the enterprise‘s website, which means Enterprise C is representative for large-scale 

GOEs in China. I have studied the business operation model in Enterprise C, and I 

found that the enterprise is highly structured, relationship-oriented and a policy 

follower. Such operation pattern can be frequently found in other GOEs that I have 

observed. The second reason of choosing enterprise C is that the company is 

following the trend of GOE reformation. The reformation was initiated in 1980s, but 

became the main topic of GOE in 2010s. I have observed that many GOEs, from 

different levels, are trying to cope with the reformation trend. Informationalization is 

one of the important steps in GOE reformation, which is one of the reasons that the 

ERP systems became so popular among GOEs. The IT infrastructure in Enterprise C 

is another factor for me to choosing the company. As I have mentioned, one of the 

duties of GOEs is to follow government orders, so many GOEs started to seek an IT 

solution in 1980s. However, as the reformation heat is cooled down in the following 

decades, many of such GOEs stopped their IT projects and the IT infrastructure was 

wasted because no one is in charge of managing the company‘s IT assets. What‘s 

more, the research purpose is to test the widely believed theory of culture influences. 

And a case study strategy allows me to challenge, or test the existing theories and 

provide source of new research questions (M. Saunders et al, 2010), which is in line 

with the research purpose. The comparison between case study and literature study 

will also provide another perspective to think of culture problems.  

Choosing a suitable interviewee is another important step. As the resources are 

limited, I did not have the access to every single person related to the IT project in 

Enterprise C. The best solution to this problem is to identify one or few persons who 

know and involved in the project. In Enterprise C, I believe that the CIO is the most 

suitable person for the interview. He is the one who initiated the ERP project at the 

beginning, and is in charge of the project through the whole preparation and 

implementation process. I have talked to a few persons in the company‘s project team, 

however, the team member changed during the implementation, and despite the CIO, 

no one seemed to know everything about the project. In order to ensure the CIO did 

not avoid problems, I had informal interviews with other staffs in Enterprise C to test 

the CIO‘s believes. I did not obtain the permit of using such data in the research, but 

the main opinions from the CIO are confirmed. 

I would like to talk about the content analysis because it is a debatable analysis 

method. People may think that content analysis offers little statistical details, and is 

not sufficiently qualitative in nature (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). However, content analysis 

brings many benefits as well. It is content-sensitive and flexible in research design, 

and it is much more than a simple data description or word counting (Elo & Kyngäs, 

2008). It is important, however, to ensure that the steps of content analysis are strictly 



 

 

followed in order to keep the reliability. I will follow the instructions in Elo & Kyngäs 

(2008) to guide the analysis process and use Finney & Corbet (2007), who conducted 

a similar analysis in her study, as an example. Using explanations from references to 

name categories rather than using my own interpretations is another measure to ensure 

the consistency and objective. I will summarize important concepts in Management of 

Information Systems (MIS) researches, so that each category from content analysis 

can be aligned with the concept. The source of the category will also be listed in the 

table together with the result, so readers can trace back to the original articles.  

Semi-structured interview is usually used as qualitative data collection tool. A 

semi-structured interview can hardly be analyzed statistically or quantified 

(M.Saunders et al, 2010), but it allows me to explore useful information within a 

frame. Data quality issue related to semi-structured interviews includes interviewer 

bias and interviewee bias. Interviewer bias means that during the interviewer may 

mislead the interviewee by imposing comments, change tones or using body 

languages. Interviewee bias refers to that the interviewee may feel unwilling to 

answer questions, because taking part in an interview is an intrusive process (M. 

Saunders et al, 2010). Such obstacles may be difficult to overcome, as the 

semi-structured interview is subjective. The interviewer has to form a question list 

according to the research purpose, and the interviewee needs to understand the 

questions and use his or her own words to answer. The answers are recorded and the 

interpreted and analyzed by the interviewer according to his or her understandings. 

Bias may happen at any procedure in the whole process. However, it is possible to 

minimize the effects of such bias.  

I required documents from the Enterprise C before developing question list, so 

that I can have basic knowledge about the case company and its project. The question 

list is developed and modified as the literature analysis goes on. At the beginning, the 

question list is long and covers so many aspects regarding organizational background, 

project background and so on. Some of the answers were found in Enterprise 

documents, and the related questions can be deleted from the list. Content analysis 

also contributes to refining the question list. The result from content analysis reveals 

the blank space in current researches where few have studied before, and thus points 

out the focus of this paper. A brief introduction of the research purpose is given to the 

interviewees, but the expected information is not mentioned. By doing this, the 

interviewees can be prepared for the interview, and as they have no idea about what 

this research is trying to explore, they will not be affected too much by the research 

purpose. Both interviewee and interviewer come from China, and the interview is 

conducted in Chinese and then translated into English in this paper, so there are no 

culture barriers in the interview. However, it is inevitable to use technical words in the 

interview, in order to make sure that no misunderstandings of such words, I would ask 

the interviewees to talk about his or her understanding regarding a specific term 



 

 

before asking any questions. The flexibility allows me to change questions during the 

interview, if any different understanding appears. For example, if I want to know 

whether the company manages the ERP implementation with the help of change 

management, I will ask the interviewee to explain what change management is before 

going any further. If we have different understandings regarding change management, 

I will then ask questions according to my understanding, an example question can be: 

how do you deal with resistance among management? 

To sum up, a qualitative study is more or less affected by interpretation. Taking 

certain can minimize the bad effects and control the reliability. However, the focus of 

this study is to explore possibly ignored areas of ERP implementation in China, and 

provide new perspectives to consider the problem. Such research focus makes the 

paper an inductive study, and the results can be modified when new data appears.   

  



 

 

3. Data Collection and Analysis 

According to the discussion in Chapter 2, it is clear that literature is an important 

source of data. In this chapter, I would like to describe the process of selecting 

suitable literature, and then describe the process of categorization. The purpose of this 

chapter is to increase the credibility of content analysis, as Elo & Kyngäs (2008) 

suggested that content analysis is subjective, and the best way to increase credibility is 

to describe the process of collecting data and categorization in details.  

3.1 Literature Collection 

The aim of literature review is to summarize the existing research opinions. 

Secondary data, which includes journals, newspapers and so on, will be the main 

source of data. M. Saunders et al (2010) suggested that articles in journals are easily 

accessible and thus, are the most important sources of literature review. As for this 

paper, a content analysis requires reviewing many articles within a time frame, so the 

Internet Library becomes the main source of searching for literatures. It is important 

to define key words before searching for literature. In my case, I started with general 

terms such as ―ERP case study‖, ―CSF of ERP‖, ―ERP China‖ and so on. The 

credibility of each article is examined by its source, author, and publication 

information. Abstraction is useful to examine the relevance. The second round of 

literature searching comes with more specific key words such as ―change 

management in ERP project‖, ―culture influence ERP‖, ―IT strategy‖, ―CSF ERP 

China‖ and so on. Such key words usually come from CSFs cited in literatures from 

the first round searching. References at the end of each article are also examined 

according to the relevance.  

Selected articles usually meet the following conditions: 

 Relevance  

The article has to be relevant to the research purpose. In this case, I define 

relevant studies as ―researches in the area of MIS that studying the ERP 

implementation process from all kinds of perspectives (especially from a culture 

difference perspective), exploring the Critical Success Factors in ERP projects, 

developing ERP implementation frameworks or case studies regarding information 

system implementations‖.  

 Credibility 



 

 

The article has to be onymous and can be traced back to the publication. I found 

it useful to check the citation and download times of an article. If the article is 

frequently cited or quoted by other researchers, it is more likely that this article is 

reliable.  

Searching for literature took a long time, and I did not stop until the new items 

provided little valuable knowledge. However, due to the time and access limitations, I 

was not able to conduct a literature review in a larger scale. The total number of 

articles reviewed is around 30, within which I selected 19 articles for the content 

analysis. The articles are divided into two groups: general research and China-specific 

research. General research refers to those that conducted in a generalized background, 

the authors aim at exploring the ERP implementation process by case studies, 

literature reviews and so on. Some of the researches may mention that China can be 

different due to the culture issue, but not focused on study culture influences. 

China-specific research means that the research is conducted from a culture 

perspective. The authors are trying to identify the influential factors in Chinese 

companies. The focus is on, but not limited to, culture differences. China-specific 

researches usually aim at exploring CSFs in Chinese companies, because many 

authors believe culture greatly influences the implementation of ERP systems. 

The main idea of having two groups is that the comparison between two groups 

will clearly reveal the differences and similarities. Both groups aim at studying CSFs 

of ERP projects, which means that if culture takes a critical view, general groups will 

also list culture as a CSF, and China-specific group will not ignore other CSFs while 

take culture into consideration. Actually, the comparison is allowed between the two 

groups because both of the groups study CSFs to ERP implementation.  

3.2 Interview Data Collection 

The main data collection tool is semi-structured interview. One of the most 

obvious advantage of semi-structured interview is that it allows me to explore the 

research topic in depth, while make sure that resources will not be wasted on 

irrelevant questions. In order to ensure the relevance, I made a question list before the 

interview, and had a pilot-test to avoid misunderstandings. The question list is made 

according to the result of literature review. As I have discussed in Chapter 2.1, the 

answers to the research question can be unlimited, literature review will narrow the 

possible answers and finally form testable hypothesis. Once the question list is 

finished, I will send the list to the interviewee and he can prepare before the interview. 

Timing is another important aspect of the interview. A short interview is not sufficient 

to collect data required, while a long interview may become boring and the 

interviewee may feel unwilling to provide valuable data. I did a test and tried to 



 

 

control the interview time within 90 minutes, so the interviewee can talk in depth 

while having enough patience to think about the answers.  

Recording is not permitted, but the interviewee agreed to sign on the interview 

notes and provide company documents for the research. In order to ensure the 

completion of the interview result, I send the arranged interview notes (see Appendix 

8.1) to the interviewee after the interview, and asked him to supplement the answers if 

anything is missing or inaccurate. The interviewee was willing to examine the 

interview data and signed on the notes.  

The interview process is also planned. I paid attention to ensure that the interview 

questions are answered without misunderstandings. The attitude of the interviewee is 

also an important aspect. If the interviewee seems unwilling to answer a specific 

question, it is possible that there are some problems or troubles in the enterprise. If 

this is the case, I will change the topic for a while, and reforming the question in a 

more acceptable way. The order of the questions asked is also important, at the 

beginning; the interviewee is not ready to answer in-depth questions. I started with the 

easy questions such as general information of the enterprise and the project. I did not 

ask any question that needs to be considered in-depth before the interviewee shows 

the evidence that he has adapted to the interview pace. 

3.3 Qualitative Analysis 

In this section, I will mainly set up rules for categories, because categorization is 

the most important step in content analysis (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). I found that 

different authors prefer to use different terms while talking about the same factor in 

MIS research. I collected the definition from books and reviewed articles, so that I can 

use unified names to refer to a process or a factor.  

Strategic plan/alignment: Ward & Peppard (2002) described the meaning of 

IS/IT strategy. An IS/IT strategy contains two components, firstly, it defines and 

prioritizes the investments required to achieve the ‘ideal’applications portfolio, the 

nature of the benefits expected and the changes required to deliver those benefits, 

within the constraints of resources and systems interdependence (Ward & Peppard, 

2002). Secondly, it concerned with outlining the vision of how the organization‟s 

demand for information and systems will be supported by technology (Ward & 

Peppard, 2002). What‘s more, I found that many authors prefer to use ―suitable 

strategy‖ or ―making decisions according to the company‘s needs‖. I believe that 

alignment between strategy and company needs should be included in this category as 

well. 



 

 

Top management support and commitment: The name of this category is 

pretty straightforward. The term indicates that managers should not only support the 

project by just talking about it, but also devoted into the project (Finney & Corbet, 

2007, Motwani et al, 2004). The importance of top management has been discussed in 

many articles. For example, Aladwani (2001) pointed out that top managers should 

also communicate with the whole company, so that a positive attitude toward the 

system can be built. Guha & Kettinger (1993) also highlighted the importance of 

senior managers in the process of BPR.  

Qualified project team: The ERP project is complex, thus it is important to 

select suitable staffs to form a project team. A successful project team should include 

individuals who are very familiar with the business processes, managers, information 

technology employees and perhaps outside consultants (Hooshang et al, 2014). And 

the company should assign their best employees to the project (Bingi et al, 1999). 

Change Management (CM): Change management is one of the most frequently 

mentioned factors in MIS researches. One of the reasons is that implementing 

enterprise systems requires organizations to make changes in their organization 

structure, and often in the individual tasks done by workers (Pearlson &Saunders, 

2009). Change management is particularly important to create internal readiness and 

manage user resistance. Kemp & Low (2008) suggested that change management can 

impact on ERP implementation climate in an organization, so that changes can be 

carried out much easier.  

Business Process Re-engineering (BPR): Sometimes the term is named 

business process re-design. Guha & Kettinger (1993) indicated that the IT-induced 

BPR has surfaced among different organizations from various industries and the need 

for BPR comes from the demand of integrated business procedures. Business 

reengineering seeks to redesign work processes to enhance productivity and 

competitiveness (Guha & Kettinger, 1993), and it occurs more in situations where 

legacy systems were involved (Motwani et al, 2004). 

Vendor/consultant selection & relationship: Bingi et al (1999) suggested that 

the rapidly growing ERP market caused the shortage of skilled personnel, thus, hiring 

consultants is a good solution. However, the relationship with vendor/consultant can 

be tricky. Robey et al (2002) indicated that consultants help to transfer external 

knowledge into internal knowledge of the organization, but either over-dependency or 

independency will increase the rate of failure. What‘s more, the company has to 

choose a suitable ERP package and vendor according to their own needs.  

Training: Users have to upgrade their skills to master the empowered system, so 

training is considered important for the organization. Sumner (2009) believes that 



 

 

organizations need to provide enough training to the employees, so that the expected 

ERP benefits can be achieved. Training is also considered to be an effective way to 

overcome resistance to change. Robey et al (2002) pointed out that firm without 

paying enough attention on training found it difficult to assimilate change. Training is 

also useful to build confidence among employees. Self & Schraeder (2008) suggested 

that lack of confidence may result in organizational resistance, and thus cause the 

failure of change. 

Information share & integration: These two concepts are categorized together 

because an integrated information system always requires seamless information share 

between different departments of a company. Gargeya & Brady (2005) confirmed that 

companies have to integrate their business process and cross-departmental 

cooperation is necessary.  

Business/national culture difference: Culture differences have been mentioned 

by many researchers. Avison & Malaurent (2007) believes that in JVs the most 

difficult culture barrier is communication. Liang et al (2004) and Liang et al (2005) 

suggested different policy and system language is the problem. Zhang et al (2004) 

indicated that the business culture caused the ERP failure. To sum up, I would like to 

use this category to represent the uniqueness of China.  

Language; Price of the system; Different report format & content: I would 

like to put the three categories together, as they represent the different aspects of 

culture difference. The three categories appeared only in China-specific group 

researches. Language includes system translation and communication problems 

between Chinese enterprises and their foreign partners. Different language may cause 

misunderstandings and make it more difficult to deal with resistance. Price of the 

system means that foreign ERP systems are too expensive for Chinese enterprises to 

afford, examples include SAP, Oracle and Baan. Different report format & content 

may illustrate the different policy in China. One of the explanations could be that 

China is still in the developing stage, the regulations and policies may not be 

internationalized.  

Knowledgeable personnel: According to Perlson & Saunders (2010), the 

complex implementation process requires the managers, as well as project team 

members, to understand both business requirements and system implementation issues. 

Ge & Voß (2009) and Choi et al (2013) both identified that one of the biggest 

challenges for Chinese enterprises is that there are few people in China are able to 

manage the ERP projects.  

There are other concepts such as system quality, performance measurement, data 

accuracy, etc. however, such concepts appeared very few times in the reviewed 



 

 

articles. Such concepts are considered case-specific. The aim of content analysis is to 

understand the mainstream research trend, thus those concepts are not included in the 

content analysis. I will provide a complete table of the categories of content analysis 

in the Appendix.  

  



 

 

4. Literature Review and Analysis 

This section will review current studies regarding ERP management. Enterprise 

Resource Plan (ERP) system has been under discussion for a long time. Chinese 

researchers started late in this area, but the booming of IT market in China accelerated 

the research progress. Many research studies conducted in Chinese context 

contributed rich knowledge to ERP implementation. I will summarize a few to outline 

the research trend and mainstream opinions about implementing ERP systems. A 

discussion regarding literature review will be followed as a second part of this chapter. 

In this chapter, I will combine the analysis together with literature review and 

discussion, so readers will see how I come to the conclusion.   

4.1 Literature Review 

It is interesting to me that researchers came to similar conclusions through 

different research methods. Finney & Corbet (2007) conducted a conclusive study of 

current IT researches in the era of ERP. The authors employed content analysis and 

picked 45 articles for the analysis. They concluded 26 most frequently appearing 

factors as the result. There are quite a few factors, but I only picked up the top seven 

for illustration:  

 Top management commitment and support; (25) 

 Change management; (25) 

 BPR & software configuration; (23) 

 Training & job re-design; (23) 

 Project team: the best & brightest; (21) 

 Implementation strategy and timeframe;(17) 

 Consultant selection and relationship;(16) 

(Finney & Corbet, 2007) 

Finney & Corbet (2007) gave a clear tendency of current researches. In order to 

test the result, I examined a few articles and conducted a similar analysis in discussion 

section and came to a similar conclusion. I found that some articles listed CSFs in a 

straightforward manner, while others only described the characteristics of CSFs 

without a conclusive name. I think the latter kind of articles requires digging into the 

meaning of the paragraph. For such kind of article, I explain how the categorization is 

done in the literature review, so readers would see how I come to the conclusion in the 

end.  

Bingi & Godla (1999) studied factors that would affect ERP implementation 



 

 

process. In their research, they pointed out a few frequently appearing factors, 

including:  

 Top management commitment – not only fund the project, but also involved 

in it; 

 Re-engineering of business processes; 

 Integration between different applications in the company; 

 Finding skilled consultants and keeping them in the project; 

 Implementation time – a typical implementation is 14 months and it could be 

longer if customization is involved; 

 Implementation cost; 

 Choosing a suitable ERP package from a proper ERP vendor; 

 Staff the project team with right employees; 

 Training; 

 Incentive plan for both managers and employees 

Another research supporting Bingi et al (1999)‘s views is Motwani et al (2004), 

who identified characteristics of a successful ERP project as ‗a cautious, evolutionary, 

bureaucratic implementation process backed with careful change management, 

network relationship and culture readiness can lead to success ERP implementation‘ 

(Motwani et al, 2004). It seemed difficult to me that a project meets every single 

condition suggested in the authors‘ research, but it does provide managers a direction 

to drive the project. Motwani et al (2004) also advised that a well-defined core team, 

strong leadership, proper relationship with ERP vendor and/or consultancy companies, 

and aligning the project with a clear business vision will help to increase the success 

rate of the project. Besides, the authors‘ points reflected Bingi et al (1999)‘s opinion 

by mentioning:  

 Implementing an ERP project is time consuming and customization takes 

most resources; 

 Choosing useful modules and functionalities; 

 Break the project in to smaller progresses and adopting a ‗module by module‘ 

strategy; 

The conclusion of Motwani et al (2004) is consistent with Robey et al (2002), but 

emphasizing more on specific problems what a company will probably encounter in 

the implementation process. Robey et al (2002), on the other hand, described an 

approach to implement ERP project. The authors conducted a multi-case study, and 

investigated 13 North American firms that had implemented ERP systems. The 

research examined motivations and implementing processes of selected firms, and 

indicated that the main obstacle of implementing an ERP system is knowledge barrier. 

The authors argued that knowledge barrier is more complicated than organizational 



 

 

resistance to changes; it is about for users to understand how to do their jobs (Robey 

et al, 2002). Possible solutions include configuring the system, and assimilating new 

business processes. System configuration means specifying the system according to 

the firm‘s business requirements. Firms tend to set up core teams and hire consultants 

to solve configuration barriers. It is necessary to mention that managing the 

relationship with consultants can be tricky. Both over dependency on consultants and 

independence from consultants will likely lead to failure. Assimilation barriers are 

more difficult to handle than configuration barriers. According to the authors, training, 

incremental implementation strategy and proper change management will help the 

company adapt to the new business processes. However, even the company takes an 

incremental strategy, managers should be aware that concurrent changes will be 

unavoidable in some phases.  

Gargeya & Brady (2005) concluded six critical factors to ERP success. The 

authors chose six companies that implemented SAP systems as their case companies. 

SAP as one of the earliest and most famous ERP vendor is representative for 

illustrating ERP implementation process. However, each factor in the article contains 

multiple meanings. 

 Factor 1: worked with SAP functionality / maintained scope 

The authors suggest that there is no ―best‖ way of implementing an ERP system. 

Although people may think that an incremental implementation can ease the pain of 

adaptation, the implementation process will be much longer and resource consuming. 

Companies, according to their own needs, have to make decisions about which 

approach to take, or how large the project scope should be and so on.  

 Factor 2: project team / management support / consultants 

Factor 2 addressed the characteristics of a successful project team, and the 

importance of management support. According to the authors, a successful project 

team should consist of knowledgeable people from different department of the 

company. Management support, on the other hand, is more than just signing ―agree‖ 

on documents, but the managers have to show their attitudes and take a part in the 

project. The importance of management support has been explained in different 

articles. Davenport (2000) pointed out that an ERP project can be hardly successful 

without senior manager‘s commitment. Despite that the project cannot access to 

resources without the manager‘s approval, managers usually have to deal with 

massive culture change at the same time (Gargeya & Brady, 2005). 

 Factor 3: internal readiness / training 



 

 

The authors believed that ―people element‖ has been an ignored but crucial factor 

to ERP success. Internal readiness means taking care of the organizational resistance 

toward change and ensuring the organization is ready for the change. Such opinion is 

agreed by Aladwani (2001) and Self & Schraeder (2008); both articles suggested that 

it is important to deal with organizational resistance, which is raised by organizational 

culture change, before the implementation of change. Internal readiness for change is 

one step of change management, while training is one of the tools to create readiness 

(Gargeya & Brady, 2005). Training is usually ignored by many organizations, 

according to the authors, because there are no obvious quantifiable benefits. 

DongCheng et al (2006) also evidenced that adequate training has little affects toward 

user resistance. However, Gargeya & Brady (2005) believed that lack of training is 

one of the most common failure factors of ERP implementation, and the benefit of 

training could be in the long run. What‘s more, management support is believed 

important to getting the organization ready for change.  

 Factor 4: deal with organizational diversity 

Organizations have many cultures and branches have their own ways of doing 

business (Gargeya & Brady, 2005). ERP implementation usually requires integration 

and thus, it is important for the organization to re-engineering the business processes. 

BPR may start even before the implementation of the system and usually requires 

information share between different departments within the whole organization. The 

authors also suggested that the new business processes should be integrated and 

internationalized, because many companies have expanded overseas or have business 

contacts with foreign business partners. Integration can be achieved by cross sectional 

information share. Standardizing business process will save trouble when the 

company tries to build external linkage with its foreign business partners.  

 Factor 5: planning / development / budget 

Factor 5 addressed the importance of having a strategic plan from a financial and 

resource perspective. However, I believe that factor 5 is another side of factor 1, 

which addressed the importance of having an IS/IT strategy. Based on the 

classification in Chaper 3.2, I believe that Factor 5 indicated the first component of 

the IS/IT strategy, while Factor 1 addressed the second component. What‘s more, 

Factor 1 and factor 5 together addressed the importance of strategic alignment 

between IS/IT strategy and business needs, by mentioning that the organizations have 

to make decisions according to their own needs. 

 Factor 6: adequate testing 

The authors pointed out that many CIOs confirmed that testing is ignored due to 



 

 

the long implementation process. However, adequate testing is an effective measure to 

ensure system quality, and it is the managers‘ duties to insist on testing before the 

system go-live.  

As this paper focuses on Chinese enterprises, I would like to discuss more about 

Chinese context researches. During the literature review, I found that Chinese 

researchers tend to address the issue of uniqueness in Chinese enterprises. But still, 

some of the main points are in consistent with foreign researches. Choi et al (2013) 

present a case study of a Chinese fashion joint company. The research findings, 

although it was a Chinese context research, were mostly in consistency with foreign 

researches. The authors conclude that the most important factors to ERP success are 

the organizational mindset about changing, a good incentive plan, well-defined ERP 

project scope and commitment from managers and employees, together with a phased 

implementation strategy. The literature review earlier in this chapter has outlined the 

similar points but spoke little of cultural issues. The authors mentioned that the 

‗system concept‘ comes from the Western world, which has totally different cultural, 

social and behavior mindset (Choi et al, 2013).   

The contribution of He (2004) is that the author summarized four Critical Success 

Factors (CSFs) and seven major obstacles. The conclusions were made by conducting 

a survey to a group of 150 managers across 20 provinces in China. The research scale, 

although may not be able to represent all the enterprises in China, is large enough to 

reveal some common problems regarding ERP implementation in Chinese enterprises. 

The four CSFs include: 

 Executive support; 

 ERP-Supply Chain Management(SCM) vision; 

 ERP as a concept rather than software; 

 BPR(Business Process Re-engineering) 

(He, 2004) 

The author has pointed out that Executive support and BPR are considered as 

‗general CSFs‘, which means these two CSFs exist in both Chinese and foreign 

enterprises. The other two CSFs, SCM vision and ERP concept, distinguished China 

and from other countries. The ERP concept was referred to changes via ERP 

implementation in terms of people, organization and culture (He, 2004). The 

definition seems to suggest that the managers need to take care of ERP related 

changes and take proper actions to manage such changes. Thus, it may be more 

appropriate to re-name the ERP concept as change management.  

Based on such a discussion, the ERP concept seemed not unique to Chinese 

enterprises, because ERP implementation is always accompanied by changes.(REF!) 



 

 

All new IT projects have been transformational in nature, and to be successful it 

needed change in process as well as people capabilities (Mohapatra et al 2012, p27). 

We can find evidence from previous discussions in this chapter as well, where many 

researchers had concluded change management a CSF to ERP success. As for 

ERP-SCM vision, He (2004) believed that Chinese enterprises were expecting to 

maintain competitiveness in the economy transformation, through enhancing the 

abilities of supply chain management. He (2004) supports this argument by stating 

that the top three perceived ERP benefits out of ten were SCM related. A report of 

Chinese ERP market from China Weekly News (2010) had proved He (2004) 

indirectly, by saying ‗the major market for ERP solutions in China include financial, 

human resource and SCM applications‘ (China Weekly News, 2010). I have found a 

similar phenomenon in Mohapatra et al (2012): 

‗During the decade of 1980s … most of the IT investments were being justified 

by cost benefit, whether it was through manpower reduction, lead time reduction, 

timely and structured presentation of information or improvement in fund utilization.‘ 

(Mohapatra et al 2012, p27) 

We can infer from the above quotation that during the 1980s, the perceived IT 

system benefits (MRP II was commonly implemented back then, which is the 

prototype of ERP system, according to Jacobs and Weston Jr., 2007) were mainly cost 

reduction. The use of IT systems at the beginning was limited. The potential of the 

system was not fully realized by managers until the business expanded and IT was 

more and more involved in the business, and cost reduction gradually became one of, 

instead of the only, measurements for managers to judge an IT project, according to 

Mohapatra et al (2012). I cited the quotation in order to explain that, the SCM focused 

vision might somehow prove that Chinese managers have not fully realized the 

potential of IT projects and thus, tend to focus on the most obvious advantage of the 

system. In China, as He (2004) inferred, SCM is in urgent need to be improved and 

thus becomes the most popular function of ERP system. What‘s more, as Hooshang et 

al (2014) suggested that SCM has been one of the most popular modules all over the 

world. Considering logistics develops really fast in China in recent years, SCM 

focused vision seems to be reasonable for Chinese enterprises.  

Liang et al (2004) specified seven obstacles that commonly exist in Chinese 

enterprises. The result was modified by Liang et al (2005) who propose eight 

obstacles (see table 4.1.1).  

Table 4.1.1 Comparison between Liang et al (2004) & Liang et al (2005) 

Liang et al (2004) Liang et al (2005) 

language language 



 

 

different reporting format and 

content 

different report format and content 

cost control cost control 

price of the system price of the system 

business process re-design (BPR) business process re-design (BPR) 

consulting companies  consulting companies 

customer support human resource 

 economic reform impact 

 

The table shows that the differences between the two articles are not obvious. The 

authors believe that Chinese language brings difficulties to system translations, and 

the poor translation makes users confused about the system. The unique format and 

content of financial report in China is not compatible with the system, which resulted 

in severe resistance. Cost control is not suggesting minimizing cost but flexibility in 

cost control module to reflect the latest market price. The prices of ERP systems are 

usually expensive, especially for small and medium sized companies. Many 

companies would choose Chinese domestic ERP systems because they are much 

cheaper, even if the system quality is not as good as foreign ERP systems. BPR is a 

challenge for enterprises all over the world. But the authors believe that BPR is 

particularly difficult in China, due to the culture differences. The authors also suggest 

that foreign ERP vendors should cooperate with local consult companies, so that they 

are able to develop localized strategies. But due to lack of technical personnel, local 

consultant may be less trained and know little about foreign ERP products. Human 

resource and customer support are actually talking about the same problem, which is 

lack of skilled personnel in Chinese enterprises, but from different perspectives. 

Human resource means enterprises lack of capable project team, while customer 

support means foreign ERP vendors cannot provide enough support due to lack of 

qualified personnel. The finding is in consistent with He (2004), who identified lack 

of personnel as one of the obstacles in Chinese enterprises. Economic reform impact 

is only mentioned in Liang et al (2005), implying that Chinese firms are under 

pressure to cope with fast changing economy, which motivates the firms seeking new 

management styles.  

Ge & Voß (2009) conducted a descriptive study that concluded the most 

frequently appearing CSFs in current ERP researches, which are price, customer 

service, language, report format and content, data maintenance and motivation. He 

(2004) had a similar research that summed seven obstacles in Chinese ERP projects, 

including price, complication of the project, IT infrastructure, lack of well-trained 

personnel, lack of incentives for GOEs, different business culture and language. 

Moreover, Ge & Voß (2009) also pointed out that ERP systems are not simply IT 

applications, but also devoted to „organizational changes‟… an ERP implementation 

must be directed by the highest administrative level (Ge & Voß, 2009). 



 

 

It is accepted that different types of enterprises co-exist in China and 

differentiation has been made between the major types of enterprises. For example, 

Zhang et al (2005) conducted a case study across four enterprises in China. The 

research findings indicated that, it is easier for Private Ventures (PVs) and Joint 

Ventures (JVs) to adopt an ERP system than for GOEs, because JVs and PVs tend to 

have ‗more advanced‘ organizational cultures (Zhang et al, 2005). Their opinion was 

consistent with Martinsons (2004), who identified eight culture differences between 

GOEs and JVs/PVs, which are motivation, management involvement, management 

structure, consultant strategies, cross functional information share, resistance to 

change, data maintenance and satisfaction with ERP implementation. The author 

suggested that PV/JVs are more motivated to implement ERP systems, the project is 

implemented along with top manager backed up project steer team and consultant 

company, the staffs are willing to share information between departments and are 

more satisfied with the system, compare with GOEs. However, such conclusions 

seemed over simplified if we consider the successful implementation cases in GOEs. 

For example, although not typical Government-owned Enterprises, Media Group and 

Haier Group both have government background and both groups implemented foreign 

ERP systems successfully in 1990s. The two cases have been famous ERP cases in 

China for years.  

On the other hand, evidence shows that JVs suffer from culture conflictions more 

directly than GOEs. For example, Avison &Malaurent (2007) conducted a case study 

in a French-Chinese joint venture implementing SAP systems in the Chinese 

subsidiary. The study explored the culture conflict in the subsidiary and the authors 

identified three major culture barriers:  

 Language and communication specificities;  

 Economic (such as unexpected local reporting obligations); 

 Structural (such as the necessity to respect the company hierarchy).  

(Avison & Malaurent, 2007) 

In JVs, the most obvious culture barrier is language. In Avison & Malaurent 

(2007)‘s case, the local staffs communicate with the mother company in English. 

However, the communication is full of misunderstanding because neither France nor 

China uses English as daily communication language. The communication style is 

another big problem for the subsidiary, notwithstanding language difficulties. One of 

the examples is that Chinese managers felt embarrassed when the French managers 

pointed out their weakness in front of the staffs (Avison & Malaurent, 2007). Such 

differences raised resistance in the management team of the Chinese subsidiary, and 

became a main reason of the project failure. The study also identified that Chinese 

government firewalls slowed down information sharing between subsidiaries in 

different countries as a problem encountered during implementation. Although solved 



 

 

later by using a dedicated private line provided by France Telecom (Avison & 

Malaurent, 2007), this problem proved that IT infrastructure has led to more 

challenges in JVs than in local companies.  

Kazmi et al (2013) may illustrate that culture confliction brings more trouble to 

foreign investors than to GOEs. The authors mentioned that socio-cultural, economic 

and political conditions create boundaries among different countries, which are the 

determinant factors for a foreign investor to consider before entering Chinese market 

(Kazmi et al, 2013). A wholly owned foreign subsidiary may struggle to fit into the 

environment while entering Chinese market, because the subsidiary has to ―marry‖ 

two different cultures before setting up operations (Kazmi et al, 2013). Joint ventures 

may enter Chinese market with the help of local partners, but both sides have to 

struggle to build confidence and trust between foreign and local companies. In this 

case, companies have to survive before implementing any information systems, or 

doing both concurrently. But once the business goes to the right track, we may infer 

that the two different cultures might have been adapted to each other.  

PVs in China also have their disadvantages. As I have mentioned in the 

background knowledge section, the credibility of PVs, especially small and medium 

sized PVs, is under suspicious. The bad reputation of PVs comes from different 

sources. According to YuHui (2010), PVs have limited policy and financial support. 

For example, PVs have to pay only 20% of the income tax, but the value-add tax rate 

is 17% (translated from YuHui, 2010). The banks prefer to cooperate with GOEs or 

large scale enterprises, so that small and medium sized PVs have to take loans from 

usurious moneylenders. On the other hand, managers of PVs come from various class 

of the society. Some of the managers take little responsibility to their companies, and 

escape abroad when the company is in trouble. YuHui (2010) cited data from National 

Bureau of Statistics in his study, which pointed out that there are 228 cases of 

manager escape due to the enterprise bankrupt in ZheJiang province in one year, and 

the unpaid salary reached 75 million RMB (around 103 million SEK)(translated from 

YuHui, 2010).  

To sum up, GOEs, PVs and JVs all have specific advantages as well as problems. 

Some researchers think that the management style in GOEs is rigid and outdated, but 

they ignored the fact that GOEs have access to more resources and are backed up by 

the government support. It is difficult to say which type of enterprise is more suitable 

for ERP systems, but I believe that such debate is aroused due to the relatively low 

success rate of ERP project in China. As I have illustrated in the above literature 

review, some researchers believe GOEs can hardly adapt to the ―western management 

style‖, while PVs/JVs are more used to the value embedded in ERP systems. However, 

ERP vendors such as Oracle and SAP sell their ―best practice‖ products all over the 

world, failed cases are as many as successful cases. Many studies have revealed the 



 

 

fact that ERP adaptation is never easy for any organization.  

On the other hand, I found that although many researchers think culture as one of 

the critical failure reasons, few have given convincible explanations. For example, if 

different table format and content caused the failure of an ERP project, companies can 

always configure the system to get the desired interface. Zhao & Fan (2007) has 

pointed out such possibility by mentioning “most ERP systems are now developed 

based on component and reconfiguration technologies (Zhao & Fan, 2007)”. 

Language problem can also be solved by choosing domestic ERP vendors or waiting 

for better translations. Why should culture be the barrier of ERP success for Chinese 

enterprises? Is culture difference the core factor of ERP failure? If culture is the root 

reason of high ERP failure, what should Chinese enterprises do, especially GOEs, to 

overcome the difficult? Such questions arise and have not been properly answered, so 

I think it is necessary to find out the role that culture difference plays before making 

any assumptions.  

4.2 Discussion 

Literature review section has illustrated the researchers in MIS area, it is agreed 

by many researchers that the Chinese culture is one of the most important factors that 

caused the failure of ERP projects. As what we have discussed in literature review, it 

seemed that details and evidence are inadequate to support the researchers‘ 

conclusions, however. For example, Zhang et al (2005) cited a table from Hofstede 

(2001), in order to indicate the culture differences between China and western 

countries (see Table 3.2.1). 

Table 4.2.1 International comparison data on culture dimensions (Hofstede, 2001), adopted 

from Zhang et al (2005) 

Country Power 

distance 

Individualism Masculinity Uncertainty 

avoidance 

USA 40 91 62 46 

Germany 35 67 66 65 

The Netherlands 38 80 14 53 

China 80 20 66 30 

 

Zhang et al (2005) believed that uncertainty avoidance is the most influential 

dimension toward ERP implementation success. The data looked adequate to 

differentiate China from other countries at the first glance, but I did a calculation 

about the average score of the four countries. The result is 48.5, which is higher than 

the US, one of the representatives of western culture. What‘s more, the interval 

between USA and Germany is 19; which is greater than the interval between USA and 



 

 

China -- 16. This may indicate that uncertainty avoidance varies from country to 

country, thus is not an appropriate dimension to differentiate western and eastern 

culture. Another survey conducted by Hofstede (2007) together with his colleagues 

may reveal similar evidence. The survey investigated the most and least perceived 

importance of goals among managers from different countries. I re-arranged the table 

so the comparison between countries can be more clearly displayed. The most 

important goals were ranked from 1 to 5, whilst the least important goals were ranked 

from -1 to -5, both arranged by a descending order of importance. So number 1 

represents the most important goal and -5 represents the least important goal. The 

blanks in the table mean that this goal is in the middle of the wish list, neither the 

most important nor the least important to a specific country (Table 3.2.2). 

Table 4.2.2 Five most and five least important goals (out of 15) (adopted from Hofstede, 2002) 

Perceived Goal China India Denmark USA 

Power 3 5 -2 4 

Patriotism 2 4   

Honor, face and 

reputation 

4  3  

Responsibility towards 

society 

5  -3  

Family  1 -1 -3 

Continuity of Business 2 -5  -4 

Personal Wealth -4 3 -4 2 

Creative -1 -2 1 -5 

Gambling spirit -1 -5   

Stay in law -5 -1 4 5 

Responsibility towards 

employee 

 -3 5 -2 

Respecting ethical 1 -4   

Profit from 10 years   2 -1 

This year‘s profit -3   3 

Growth of business    1 

The table shows differences as well as similarities between the four countries. It 

seems to me that USA, rather than China is the most different country, as it has least 

similarities with the other three countries. On the other hand, Denmark as a ‗western‘ 

country has similar attitude toward honor, personal wealth and growth of business as 

does China. On the other hand, India as the neighboring country of China has quite 

different attitudes toward respecting ethical, continuity of business and personal 

wealth. All in all, Table 3.2.2 seems to provide little insights except that national 

culture is quite different from country to country.  



 

 

What is not mentioned in the literature review section is that conflictions and 

ambiguous explanations exist in Chinese ERP implementation researches as well. For 

example, it is believed that China has different industrial norms and is 

relationship-oriented, thus flexibility is required with ‗human decisions‘ to ERP 

success (Choi et al, 2013). However, the meaning of a ―flexible system‖ was not 

specified or defined in the article, which made me confused about what the authors 

meant.  

Similar issues appeared in Liang et al (2004) and Liang et al (2005) as well; their 

research focused on studying the impact of culture differences to ERP projects in 

China. I have reviewed the two articles in previous parts, but I need to point out that 

the advices seem to lack consideration. The authors suggested that the fast-changing 

environment in China required flexible ERP systems enabling the ERP 

implementation companies to customize certain modules to fit their changing needs 

(Liang et al, 2005), yet the definition of flexible system was not given in their articles.  

Considering culture is a complicated problem to handle, many researchers 

suggested that ‗customization‘ of ERP systems. Zhang et al (2005) believed that 

customizing the ERP system to fit the company‘s needs is necessary (Zhang et al, 

2005). Liang et al (2004) and Liang et al (2005) also suggested the customizing is a 

good strategy for ERP vendors to adapt to Chinese market. However, such advices 

might be oversimplified. Customization has been another popular topic among MIS 

(Management Information Systems) researchers, as customization always comes with 

both benefits and drawbacks. Glass (1998) had defined three degrees of ERP 

adaptation: customization, extension and modification. Customization means that user 

tailor the system by choosing among the business process and setting table values 

(Glass, 1998). In order to elucidate, I would like to refer customization as level 1 

adaptation, as customization is the slightest adaptation without changing the system 

code. I would like to refer Extension as level 2 adaptation, which means to provide 

‗local code‘ that written in the same language as the ERP system, and integrate the 

code to the system. Extension enables companies to change the system according to 

their own business processes, but requires more skilled IT personnel in the company. 

As for modification, it means to change the system code, and I would like to name it 

as level 3 in this paper. It is strenuously opposed by almost everyone knowledgeable 

in the field, because of the complex technical problems coming with system upgrade 

and maintenance (Glass, 1998).  

System upgrading and maintenance is another popular topic in management of IT 

researches. Beatty & Williams (2006) conducted a research regarding ERP upgrade, in 

which they indicated that customizations that must be carried over from one version 

of enterprise software to the next are the biggest technology headache and ROI 

(Return On Investment) killer (Beatty & Williams, 2006). The research also pointed 



 

 

out that companies would always face the upgrading issues, because ERP vendors 

constantly release new versions of systems for their own survival. System upgrading 

means that all the customizations will need to be re-set in the new system. The 

process is no less trouble than implementing a totally new system. However, the older 

system will encounter a ‗de-support‘ date after a certain period and once the company 

decides to continue with the old version, it has to deal on its own with system failures.  

Zhao & Fan (2007) suggested that most ERP systems are made up of components, and 

large ERP suppliers all have their own enormous component libraries in order to 

configure ERP rapidly for variant enterprises (Zhao & Fan, 2007). Companies are 

allowed to select suitable models without level 2 or level 3 ERP adaptations. 

Considering that lack of well-trained IT personnel is one of the biggest obstacles in 

Chinese companies (He, 2004), level 2 and level 3 ERP adaptation seems to bring 

more trouble than benefits to the company.  

The topic of culture differences impact on ERP implementation has been studied 

by many researchers. It is widely accepted that culture is one of the Critical Success 

Factors (CSFs) for Chinese enterprises and managers have to take extra care of 

managing culture differences. This opinion is especially common among Chinese 

researchers. Culture problems always have historical sources. If we take a look back 

in the history to the time that computers had not became very common, information 

exchanged in a much slower pace and the transportation was not as convenient as it is 

now. Culture was quite different between different districts in China. People from 

North-China might feel like foreign when he or she traveled to the South-China. 

Although the communication has become more and more frequently now, we can still 

find the trace of different customs in different provinces in current China.  

A Chinese historian, SiMian Lv (1939) had said in his book that “researchers 

should seek for consistent theories rather than solutions to specific problems… 

exactly same problems do not even exist, adopting the same solution to different 

problems will certainly lead to failure… culture will change while the environment 

changes, but the theory stays in consistency (translated from SiMian Lv, 1939)”. His 

book was published half a century ago, but his reasoning was agreed on by the Dutch 

social psychologist Geert Hofstede (2007): 

„Different societies in the world have different histories and they maintain 

different values; there is no universal human values system. Moreover, different 

societies have different resources and meet different practical problems. Universal 

solutions to management problems do not exist; they would presuppose one universal 

type of human being in one universal type of society.‟ 

(Hofstede, 2007) 



 

 

The discussions about culture impacts toward ERP implementation can be 

endless. However, the above debates are never trying to prove that culture does not 

influence ERP implementation at all, but to point out that the presumed way of culture 

classification, the ‗western culture‘ and ‗eastern culture‘ per se, is too simplified. ―The 

assumption that culture can be seen as a variable or a set of variables peculiar to a 

particular society… is a gross oversimplification… culture is an over-changing 

emergent phenomenon through which people create and re-create the worlds in which 

they live (Avison & Myer, 1995)‖. The review of literature does reveal the fact that 

Chinese researchers focused so much on culture differences, that the impacts of 

culture difference may have been exaggerated. It is always much easier to talk about 

changing culture than actually doing it, considering that culture problems always have 

historical sources. On the other hand, national culture is the identity of a country. It is 

not appropriate for researchers to blame culture for the high rate of ERP failure, 

especially when the classification of culture has been over-simplified. 

It is necessary to note that Chinese enterprises started late in the area of 

computerization, thus companies have less experience of implementing information 

systems. A comparison of ERP implementation history between China and developed 

countries may be useful to illustrate the different developing path. In Europe and 

North America, information technology started to play a role in manufacturing 

industries in the early 1960s. However, managers did not realized the potential of 

computerization at the beginning, and the initial solutions were big, clumsy and 

expensive (Jacobs & Weston Jr., 2007). Back at that time, the world economy was 

booming and brought more and more challenges to companies. The development of 

IT infrastructure and software made managers realized the possibilities of IT in 

business area. The system was named Manufacturing Resource Planning in 1970s and 

later evolved to MRP-II in 1980s. The mid-1970s saw the birth of major software 

companies that would later become key ERP vendors (Jacobs & Weston Jr., 2007), as 

SAP started in 1972, Oracle in 1979 and Baan in 1978. The prosperity of IT market 

drew the attention from researches, many academicians started coming up with their 

own concepts and models that influenced approach to IT strategy (Mohapatra & Singh, 

2012). Although the term Enterprise Resource Planning was not in use until the early 

1990s, the system itself had developed for over 30 years, backed up with rich 

knowledge of theories, models and case studies in the area.  

Meanwhile, China just suffered from a human-caused severe starvation in the 

early 1960s and was going to start the 10-year-culture revolution in the mid-1960s. 

While technologies started to evolve rapidly in the world, many Chinese teenagers 

had to leave school for farming or working. The impacts from that period still 

influence today‘s China, in a way that some of the teenagers who survived from that 

age later have become leaders in some companies, especially in GOEs. Although 

people started to realize the importance of GOE reformation, the old management 



 

 

thinking will still be influential for a few decades.  

On the other hand, the IT market is expanding very fast ever since late 1980s, 

when the MRP was introduced to manufacture industries. According to Wang (2005), 

the Chinese IT market has increased to 113 billion US dollars, and will reach 125 

billion US dollars in 2014. There is a great chance that the reason behind the 

exploding of IT market is the requirement from the government. MinSheng Securities 

(2011) released a report stating that Chinese State Council had published the plan of 

computerization in various industries, along with the standards and measurements of 

computerization. The internal requirement of changing and the external requirement 

of computerization together pushed GOEs seeking for IT solutions and thus, booming 

the growth of IT market (translated from MinSheng Securities, 2011).  

4.3 Literature Analysis 

The historical perspective may, to some extent, illustrate a fact that there is a gap 

between the fast developing technology and managers‘ mindset, but did not prove that 

culture plays a determinant role in ERP implementation, for the reason that culture 

differs from country to country and even organization to organization. I believe it is 

necessary to conduct a qualitative study of the literature, so that comparison is 

possible between China and other countries. As I described in research method, the 

articles are categorized as general research and China-specific research. I would like 

to conduct a statistical analysis of the articles to examine the unique factors appeared 

in China-specific researches. I will illustrate the results in tables (see table 4.3.1, table 

4.3.2 and table 4.3.3). 

Table 4.3.1 Most frequently appearing CSF in general studies 

CSF Frequency Literature 

Change Management  100% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Motwani et al (2015), Robey et al 

(2002), Sumner (2009), Huq & Martin (2006), 

Bingi et al (1999), Hong & Kim (2002) 

Strategic plan / 

alignment 

87.5% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Motwani et al (2015), Robey et al 

(2002), Sumner (2009), Bingi et al (1999), 

Hong & Kim (2002) 

Qualified project team 87.5% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Motwani et al (2015), Robey et al 

(2002), Sumner (2009), Huq & Martin (2006), 

Bingi et al (1999) 



 

 

BPR 87.5% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Motwani et al (2015), Robey et al 

(2002), Huq & Martin (2006), Bingi et al 

(1999), Hong & Kim (2002) 

Top management 

support and 

commitment 

75% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Motwani et al (2015), Sumner (2009), 

Huq & Martin (2006), Bingi et al (1999) 

Vendor/consultant 

selection & relationship 

62.5% 

Hooshang et al (2014), Motwani et al (2015), 

Robey et al (2002), Huq & Martin (2006), 

Bingi et al (1999) 

Training 62.5% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Robey et al (2002), Sumner (2009), 

Bingi et al (1999) 

Information share & 

integration 

50% 

Gargeya & Brady (2005), Hooshang et al 

(2014), Robey et al (2002), Bingi et al (1999) 

Table 4.3.1 listed factors that appeared in more than four articles I reviewed. The 

result is basically consistent with Finney & Corbet (2007), but in different orders. The 

difference may come from the research scale. Finney & Corbet (2007) studied more 

than 40 articles, while this paper only selected eight qualified articles. However, the 

aim of the study is to reveal the research tendency, as a result, table 3.3.1 and Finney 

& Corbet (2007) both confirmed that Change Management, Top Management Support, 

BPR, Training, Qualified Project Team, Strategic Plan/Alignment and 

Vendor/Consultant selection and relationship are considered the most important CSFs 

in general studies.  

Table 4.3.2 Most frequently appearing CSF in China-specific studies 

CSF Frequency Literature 

Top management 

support and 

commitment 

63.6% 

Ke & Wei (2007), DongCheng et al (2006), 

Ge & Voß (2009), He (2004), Choi et al 

(2013), Zhang et al (2005), Martinsons (2004) 

Strategic plan/alignment 45.5% 

DongCheng et al (2006), Ge & Voß (2009), 

Choi et al (2013), Zhang et al (2005),Jang et 

al (2009) 



 

 

Change management 45.5% 

Ke & Wei (2007), DongCheng et al (2006), 

Ge & Voß (2009), He (2004) , Zhang et al 

(2005) 

Business/national 

culture difference 

45.5% 

He (2004), Choi et al (2013), Zhang et al 

(2005), Martinsons (2004), Avison 

&Malaurent (2007) 

Knowledgable personnel 45.5% 

DongCheng et al (2006), Ge & Voß (2009), 

He (2004), Choi et al (2013), Liang et al 

(2004) & Liang et al (2005) 

As I mentioned in literature review, Liang et al (2004) and Liang et al (2005) held 

similar opinions but from different perspectives, so these two articles are considered 

as one article in this analysis. It is interesting to me that table 4.3.2 shows little 

difference comparing with table 4.3.1. The top three CSFs are consistent with Finney 

& Corbet (2007) and table 4.3.1. Culture difference is as important as strategic 

plan/alignment and change management, while the most important factor is top 

management support. However, there are unique CSFs observed in China-specific 

researches as well (see table 4.3.3), although the unique factors are mentioned only in 

a few articles. 

Table 4.3.3 Unique CSF in China-specific studies 

CSF Frequency Literature 

Business/national 

culture difference 

45.5% 

He (2004), Choi et al (2013), Zhang et al 

(2005), Martinsons (2004), Avison 

&Malaurent (2007) 

Knowledgeable 

personnel 

45.5% 

DongCheng et al (2006), Ge & Voß (2009), He 

(2004), Choi et al (2013), Liang et al (2004) 

& Liang et al (2005) 

Language 27.3% 

Avison &Malaurent (2007), He (2004), Liang 

et al (2004) & Liang et al (2005) 

Price of the system 27.3% 

Ge & Voß (2009), He (2004) , Liang et al 

(2004) & Liang et al (2005) 

Different report format 

& content 

27.3% 

He (2004) , Liang et al (2004) & Liang et al 

(2005), Avison &Malaurent (2007) 



 

 

As I explained in chapter 3.2, the last three unique CSFs seem like different 

aspects of business and culture differences. Language, as one of the most obvious 

culture differences, brings troubles to foreign ERP vendors as well as Joint Ventures. 

According to He (2004) and Liang et al (2004) & Liang et al (2005), a few foreign 

ERP systems are not completely translated into Chinese, which makes the users 

confused about the system. However, I believe that if the company has a proper plan 

regarding system selection and implementation process, it is possible to avoid 

translation problems. Communication problem has been addressed in Avison & 

Malaurent (2007), the foreign partner didn‘t know how to communicate with the 

Chinese plant, which caused severe resistance among local employees, especially 

managers. Comparing with translation, communication is much more difficult to be 

solved. However, such problems are more often considered in JVs, because GOEs 

prefer to employ Chinese people, according to the CIO of Enterprise C.  

The expensive price of the system, especially foreign ERP systems, reflects the 

cost-control management style in some Chinese enterprises. Cost-control management 

in Chinese enterprises exists for a reason. China is a big country and companies boom 

since 1980s. Wacai.com (2014) had a statistic research regarding the salary of an 

ordinary employee in Chinese enterprise. According to Wacai.com (2014), the average 

monthly salary of an ordinary employee in China was 96 RMB in 1985 (around 120 

SEK). As I have discussed in Chapter 4.2, managers in GOEs are greatly affected by 

the ―culture revolution‖ and the cheap price level in 80s, the IT budget in GOEs may 

be limited to some extent. Although Chinese economy is shifting from cost-control to 

service-oriented, some people, especially elder people, are more adapted to the 

cheaper prices. Liang et al (2004) & Liang et al (2005) and Zhang et al (2005) all 

confirmed such point of view in their articles. In regards to prices, Chinese ERP 

vendors are more familiar with Chinese market and thus, are able to give ―better 

prices‖. However, as the market develops, more and more people will pay attention on 

quality and service. Some people may start to think cost-control the same as lower 

quality. For Small-Medium sized Enterprises, foreign ERP vendors also developed 

cheaper packages that meet the requirements of SMEs (Small-Medium sized 

Enterprises). SAP Business Suite, for example, is designed for SMEs and the price is 

much lower than the ordinary suites, according to SAP China. Under such 

circumstances, Chinese ERP vendors may need to think of new business strategies, 

other than Cost-control, to cope with the market changes.  

Different report format & content is more about government policy, and all three 

articles (Liang et al, 2004 & Liang et al, 2005 and He 2004) addressed that the special 

report format is mainly required by financial department. Avison &Malaurent (2007) 

mentioned that the foreign employees did not familiar with Chinese policies and 

report format in their study, but was not elaborated. I have interviewed the CIO from 

Enterprise C about the report format, but he did not believe it is a common problem, 



 

 

at least in GOEs. On the other hand, if such problem exists, the company can always 

choose between using a domestic ERP vendor or Level 1 & Level 2 customization, 

which means that the company has to think about it when making proper IT/IS 

strategies. 

Business and culture difference is widely believed but seldom discussed in details. 

Culture includes national culture and organizational culture, both kinds of culture 

influence the way of thinking, doing things, but on different scales. Chapter 4.2 has 

discussed national culture from a historical perspective, and I came to the conclusion 

that national culture is different from country to country, and is the identity of a 

particular country, which means it is not an appropriate direction to study culture 

influences. Business culture of a firm is the shared beliefs, ideologies and norms that 

influence organizational actions or behavior (Jones et al, 2006), which influences an 

enterprise more directly than national culture. Business culture changes are induced 

by business process changes, an ERP implementation will break up the current 

hierarchical structure and recreate it along the lines of the newly established business 

processes and often changes the way employees are used to carry out their daily 

business activities (Hooshang et al, 2014). ERP system induced changes challenge the 

formed beliefs and norms and thus, induce resistance among users. Such culture 

changes should be considered as a subcategory of CM, and it is confirmed that 

resistance to changes can be solved by effective change management (Finney et al, 

2007). 

The discussion about culture factors seems to indicate that a proper IS/IT strategy 

and effective change management are the solutions to the problems. Culture 

confliction is the phenomenon, while the reason of ERP failure is management. 

Despite the above mentioned factors, Chinese-specific studies found that 

knowledgeable personnel are important to Chinese enterprises. I believe that this is 

the factor that influences ERP implementation more greatly. As I have discussed in 

Chapter 4.2, there is a gap between user knowledge and technology. Managers in 

GOEs have no clues of what they are dealing with and how, while top manager 

support is considered one of the most important factors to ERP success in both 

general and China-specific researches. The incapability of managers makes it more 

difficult to manage changes induced by ERP implementations, and thus they believe 

that the reason of failure is culture confliction. Based on such arguments, I believe 

lack of knowledgeable personnel in China is more important and influential to ERP 

success, comparing with culture differences.  

The enterprise system represents a set of industry best practices…implementing 

an information system must be accompanied with appropriate organizational changes 

to be effective (Perlson &Saunders, 2009). An organization‘s business processes 

cannot be exactly the same with business processes embedded in ERP systems. 



 

 

Perlson & Saunders (2010) suggested that enterprise system may be flexible in a way 

that companies can change the parameters in a process, but the flexibility and 

customization of the system is still limited, and thus BPR is required by most of the 

enterprise systems. Based on such arguments, it is appropriate to infer that BPR is the 

purpose of ERP implementation, which brings changes and induces resistance. We can 

make further assumptions that handling organizational resistance is the key to ERP 

success, because ERP projects are usually considered success when the new business 

processes work well in the organization.  Manage resistance is usually carried out by 

CM actions, and thus we can infer that CM is a ―must‖ to ERP success. Figure 4.3.1 

may illustrate why change management is important. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1 ERP implementation Requires Change management 

Many studies suggest that CM takes place even before ERP implementation. 

Jones et al (2006), Kemp & Low (2008), Self & Schraeder (2008) and Aladwani 

(2001) all provided change management frameworks regarding culture changes and 

ERP implementation. Comparing with identifying CSFs, change management 

framework provides a more integrated view of the whole ERP implementation process, 

and explains why a CSF is important. Aladwani (2001) suggested three stages 

framework of managing ERP implementation process, including knowledge 

formulation phase (before ERP implementation), strategy implementation phase (ERP 

adoption) and status evaluation phase (evaluation and modifying). Self & Schraeder 

(2008) elaborated change management from different aspects rather than timelines. 

The authors suggested that CM usually includes three aspects, personal factors, 

organizational factors and change specific factors. The framework is not ERP-specific, 

but can be well-applied in ERP implementation. Personal factors include identifying 

employees attitude toward the change, in the case of ERP implementation, the 

managers have to understand the user requirements, personal concerns and so on. 



 

 

Communication is the most often used technology. Organizational factors concern 

about environment. Is the organization open to change? Is it a good time for the 

organization to implement ERP system? How is the credibility of ERP vendors and 

Consultancy Company? Such questions should be explored so that the manager can 

better understand the organizational situation, and thus make better IS/IT strategies. 

Change-specific factors are related to the change itself. In the case of ERP 

implementation, change-specific factors can include the quality of the system, the 

accuracy of data, the alignment between selected ERP packages and organizational 

need, etc. Kemp & Low (2008) did a similar work with Aladwani (2001), but the 

authors paid attentions on system quality. Kemp & Low (2008) indicated that CM 

should take place before the initiation of ERP systems. It is important to assess the 

organizational environment and create change climate. System quality needs to be 

carefully considered, because it greatly affects user‘s attitude toward the system. The 

authors also mentioned that CM is required throughout the whole organization during 

the whole implementation process (Kemp & Low, 2008), because CM reduces 

resistance significantly. Jones et al (2006) provided more specific but narrower 

perspective focusing on managing organizational culture change and knowledge 

transfer.  

The four articles have provided different models, but the key factors include: 

1. Top Management Support & Commitment: CM requires a top-down 

approach, and the CM initiatives can hardly be carried out without the top manager‘s 

help. What‘s more, ERP implementation requires enormous resources, it is impossible 

for an organization to initiate the project without the manager‘s support. In Chinese 

GOEs, top managers can be even more important in the organization, because of the 

centralized management style. 

2. Strategic plan: The CM initiatives need to be planed properly according to 

the organizational needs. I believe a good strategic plan should include the three 

aspects that Self & Schraeder (2008) had suggested (see above section). Personal 

factors and organizational factors together define what kind of system is needed and 

what resources are needed for the project, while change-specific factors define 

technical standards. In the case of GOEs, the managers may have to consider the 

culture influences such as system translation, report format, customization, etc. Due to 

the Collectivism of Chinese culture, the managers may need to persuade other key 

managers in order to empower the decisions.  

3. Understand organizational requirement: I believe that having a clear 

understanding of the business and organizational requirements is a must for making 

proper strategic plans. Understanding organizational requirement does not conflict 

create culture readiness. Some people may think that GOEs are bureaucratic, but 



 

 

managers can always listen to the employee‘s voice before making any decisions. 

What‘s more, if the managers support the project and do not want to spend money in 

vain, they would probably want to know the future user‘s opinions.  

4. Reduce resistance: All the four articles pointed out that CM actually started 

much earlier than the project initiation, because managers have to create a 

change-friendly environment where less resistance is induced by the change. It is 

important to assess and understand the future user‘s attitude toward the system and 

lead the user‘s opinions. Gaining other manager‘s support is also important. However, 

today‘s GOEs are still influenced greatly by the government, personal opinions are 

less important. If the government requires the GOEs implementing ERP systems, it is 

more likely that the managers will support the decision. Employees in GOEs usually 

are less influential, if the managers said ―yes‖, no single employee would say ―no‖. 

So I would like to assume that it is easier to force the users to use the system in GOEs.  

In my point of view, the four factors are CSFs to ERP success. Top management 

support is the pre-condition of the project initiation. An organization may need to 

think twice before start an ERP project without manager‘s support. CM strategic plan 

can be considered as an IS/IT strategic plan in the case of ERP implementation, an 

overall plan also ensures the system quality by defining standard of the system and 

evaluation. Understand the organizational requirement ensures the strategic plan is 

aligned with organizational needs. Reduce resistance is the purpose. ERP system has 

to be used by ―users‖, which means ―people‖ is the key element of the ERP project. 

Managers have to understand the users‘ requirements in order to reduce user 

resistance. Although I mentioned that in GOEs, it is easier to manage user resistance 

toward using the system, it never means that users are not important. Culture 

differences should be managed throughout the whole implementation process, as the 

organizational culture changes while implementation.  

ERP researchers have identified other important factors that will probably lead to 

ERP success. However, most of the factors can find its position in CM theories. I 

prefer the think those factors as tools or methods to achieve desired results. For 

example, communication is effective when the managers want to identify 

organizational needs and resistance sources. Find out opinion leaders helps changing 

the user‘s attitude toward change. Training is useful to reduce resistance and build 

organizational confidence about the change. Managers can choose different method 

for specific purposes. Figure 4.3.2 illustrates how change management enables ERP 

implementation. Current researchers tend to list CM as a factor of ERP 

implementation. However, it might be the other way around. ERP implementation 

should be considered as the application of CM theories. Besides, managers have to 

fully understand the complexity and the risk about the project, and be fully motivated 

and determined to deal with resistance. 



 

 

 

Figure 4.3.2 CM supports ERP success 

To conclude, the belief that Chinese culture is so different than other countries 

that will decide ERP success is not convincible. I believe that organizations differ 

from each other in employees, organizational cultures and so on. However, culture 

will influence the focus of management. For example, top management support is a 

CSF in any countries, but is particularly important in Chinese GOEs due to the culture 

influence. The biggest challenge for Chinese enterprises is choosing a capable project 

leader who, in the case of GOEs, is usually one of the top managers. In China, some 

managers in GOEs are less creative and unwilling to change, thus the ERP project 

faces great risk of failure. The core of ERP implementation is business process change, 

which causes organizational culture changes. Change management perspective 

suggests that managers should create a change-friendly environment before initiating 

the project. The key elements of change management are top management support, 

strategic plan to the change, understand organizational requirements and deal with 

resistance.  

4.4 Conclusion 

Chapter 4 has revealed the fact that culture differences might be less influential to 

ERP projects, because such differences exist in any organization and differ from 

organization to organization. The literature analysis revealed that there are a few 

unique factors in Chinese enterprises; however, the further analysis showed that each 

unique factor can be traced back to a general CSF. For example, language problem 

can be solved by proper strategic plan and effective change management.  

Each firm is different in the age of their hardware (infrastructure), their 

satisfaction with existing applications, training, and integration of data from multiple 

applications or databases (Boomer, 2014). Chinese enterprises may need to think of 

culture issues together with the organization-specific factors, as culture impacts can 



 

 

be different in different enterprises. ERP implementation is a complex process, which 

requires capable personnel to manage the project. However, the fast development of 

Chinese IT market has produced a gap between the technology and managers‘ mindset. 

The advanced technology requires users to upgrade their minds to handle the 

cutting-edged technology. Robey et al (2002) stated that one of their case companies 

failed due to lack of enough knowledge to support the system operation. Lack of 

capable personnel is actually the biggest challenge in Chinese GOEs.  

 The most important CSF in Chinese GOEs is top management support. ERP 

implementation is about to change, and manager‘s support is the pre-condition of 

change. Top managers have to take the responsibility of managing the whole project 

and initiate change management. Incapable managers in GOEs have not fully 

understood possible risks and required knowledge to manage ERP systems, which 

greatly increases the risk of project failure. Investment on IT projects does not always 

bring the expected benefits to organizations without a proper IS/IT strategic plan. An 

ERP implementation failure may be fatal to a firm: either wasting enormous sums of 

money or destroying the competitive advantage of the firm (Hong & Kim, 2001). It is 

important for managers in GOEs to improve their ability before initiating the ERP 

project. Based on the discussion, I would like to propose my conclusion: 

 Organizational culture is more influential to a firm rather than the national 

culture. However, culture should not be considered as a CSF to ERP project, because 

the culture influence is not direct to ERP success. It is not convincible enough to say 

that culture is a CSF to ERP success. Organizational culture changes while business 

process changes, thus it is easier to manage ERP project from a change management 

perspective.  

 The biggest challenge for Chinese enterprises is lack of knowledgeable 

personnel. ERP implementation requires the managers to know both business and 

technology requirements. The strategies have to be aligned with business needs, 

which mean that the managers have to persuade different departments in a company to 

cooperate. The managers also need to be determined to overcome resistances from the 

whole company. Unpredictable obstacles hide on the way to ERP success, for Chinese 

managers, improving themselves is the best route of increasing ERP success rate.   

 The unique characteristic of GOEs is that such enterprises are greatly 

influenced by government policies, some may think it as a drawback, but I believe it 

brings advantages as well. The centralized management style reduces resistance to the 

extent that everyone, including the managers in GOEs, has to follow the government 

decision. If the manager is good enough to manage the ERP project, government 

policy is a useful tool to persuade other managers and future users, and may even get 

the IT budget more adequate. 



 

 

 I believe that the solution of ERP related problems in China lies in CM 

theories. There are 4 CSFs in change management. Culture difference may not be very 

influential, but the management method is. With proper management, ERP success 

rate can be largely increased in Chinese GOEs.  

According to the definition of culture in Chapter 1.2, culture influences the way 

people doing things in an organization. ERP implementation changes the business 

pattern and thus, the new working method conflicts with the old ―culture‖. Such 

confliction is common in every company in any country in the world. It is not a 

particular phenomenon in Chinese enterprises. Based on the above discussion, I 

would like to make a few assumptions: 

H1: Culture difference is a common problem that exists in any company in any 

country.  

It is not appropriate to assume that Chinese enterprises failed to implement an 

ERP project due to culture differences, because the packaged ERP solution can hardly 

fit with existing working flow in any enterprise. ERP implementation induces 

physical changes, which will certainly affect the existing culture in the organization.  

H2: Chinese enterprises failed ERP projects because the project manager is not 

qualified. 

The literature analysis showed that manager‘s support is particularly important in 

Chinese enterprises. However, ERP implementation is so complex that the managers 

have to study both business and technical requirements before making any decisions. 

In China, managers may be familiar with enterprise business but they may neglect 

technical requirements.  

  



 

 

5. Case Study of Enterprise C 

Literature analysis revealed that culture effects can be managed within the CM 

framework. I also proposed the conclusion that comparing with JVs/PVs, GOEs have 

their uniqueness in regards to management styles. However, such uniqueness can be 

advantages if managed properly. This section will cross-examine the results from 

literature analysis. 

5.1 Project in Enterprise C 

The ERP project in Enterprise C was re-initiated around five years ago, in 2010, 

but the history of implementing information systems in Enterprise C is longer than 20 

years. The informationalization started with finance department. In order to manage 

company expenses, the company implemented Yongyou financial software in 1980s. 

Yongyou is named as Ufida in English and is a Chinese domestic ERP vendor. Back 

in 1980s, the main business of Ufida is financial software. However, Enterprise C 

chose Ufida only because the mother company was using the software. Enterprise C 

was much smaller in 1980s and most of its businesses are domestic. It was easier to 

initiate the project at that time in one department.  

The business operation relies on paper work, which was less efficiency. As the 

company expanded, business departments started to feel the stress of market 

competition and required to expand the information system. Every department 

implemented its own information system separately. Some departments chose to build 

the system in-house, while others purchased different modules from different software 

vendors. The result of the implementation is chaos. There was no overall plan for 

information systems, so different information systems are incompatible with each 

other. The purchase plan of IT infrastructures was made according to the department 

requirement. Without a unified standard, purchased hardware sometimes could not 

meet the system requirements, and the differences in IT infrustrcture among 

departments got bigger and bigger.  

In 2000s, the company business has expanded over 47 countries cross 30 industry 

segments (Enterprise C, 2015). There are more than 100 overseas projects need to be 

managed, besides the domestic projects. The old-fashioned paperwork is not flexible 

enough to cope with market requirements and management needs. In 2006, the 

government published a set of standards for GOEs to evaluate the information system. 

Enterprise C started to take information system implementation seriously. However, 

the chaotic legacy systems have become a big problem to the company. Although the 

company tried to re-initiate information system project, the managers at that time had 



 

 

no plans and the project stopped due to the complexity. In 2010, the new CIO started 

his work of re-initiating the information system project. The concept of ERP system 

was not known by the company until the project started. Now, according to the CIO, 

1/3 of the project was finished under budget limitation and the results are satisfying.  

The on-going working for the organization is build a database and data transferring, 

which are the basic jobs of building business intelligence system.  

Enterprise C decided to use a phased strategy, which means that only few 

modules were implemented within the planed time frame. Implemented modules 

include finance, human resource, platform operations and so on. The result is 

satisfying. The CIO believes that the implemented module standardized the business 

processes and made the decision-making process transparent. After a few months 

adaptation, the employees started to manage the system. Company business was not 

affected much due to the system implementation. The on-going work is data 

transferring and database construction, which will be the foundation of business 

intelligence next step.  

5.2 Interview data 

The complete interview data is attached in the appendix. I found that the CIO did 

not mention much about culture influences during the interview. The whole project 

was under control of an overall IS/IT strategic plan and the implementation was led 

by the implementation plan. There are a few important factors mentioned by the CIO:  

Top management support and commitment: This factor has been discussed in 

most of ERP-related articles. The importance of top management support cannot be 

over-emphasized. The CIO indicated that without the top manager‘s support, the ERP 

project is impossible to be initiated. It is particularly important in GOEs, as most of 

GOEs are highly hierarchical. One of the uniqueness of GOEs is that government 

policies affects top manager‘s attitude greatly. Such characteristic can be a 

double-sword. As many studies discussed, GOEs act upon government policy, thus are 

not enough motivated to implement ERP systems (Martinsons, 2004). Such belief 

might be true when the managers are not capable of managing the ERP project. In the 

case of Enterprise C, the manager was motivated by the requirement from both the 

government and the company itself. Government policy thus became a persuasive 

reason to motivate the company re-initiate the project. One particularly interesting 

point is that employees usually don‘t say no if the managers said yes in Enterprise C 

and likely GOEs, thus the attitude of top manager is particularly important. 

Change Management: The CIO believed that change management is the key 

element of ERP success. According to the CIO, there are four elements to ensure the 



 

 

change management actions achieve the desired results:  

 Training and advertising: elder staffs and managers feel difficult to learn new 

things and thus, training and advertising will be useful for them to know the system in 

the preparing stage. When the system goes live, formal training and peer education 

ensures that everyone knows how to use the system. What‘s more, younger employees 

may feel uncomfortable because the system changes their working habit. Advertising 

and introducing the system benefits may reduce their psychological resistance. 

Aladwani (2001) defined habit and fear of risk main sources of resistance, training 

and advertising may decrease the effects of the sources and thus, reduce the 

resistance.  

 System quality: the system user interface should be easy to understand, but 

behind the interface, system architecture needs to be stabilized. The CIO required the 

Consultancy Company and ERP vendors to simplify user interface so that it is easy to 

use, all the complicated code and technical problems are handled by technology 

personnel.  

 Force/stress: top managers are forced to support the system implementation 

by the government, and staffs are forced to use the system by the top managers. Such 

kind of hierarchical forces may be unique in China. However, with proper actions to 

decrease psychological resistance, forced changes can bring more benefits than 

drawbacks. For example, the CIO admitted that before the system implementation, 

managers may take personal benefits from a project by choosing a particular supplier. 

The system makes every decision transparent and thus decreases the autonomy of 

managers. Such changes will certainly induce resistance. Autonomy of department 

managers is not a specific problem in Chinese enterprises, Robey et al (2002) 

mentioned such kind of phenomenon in their study as well. In Enterprise C, staffs 

have little choices but to use the system, which actually avoid the possibility of 

passive resistance. However, the CIO pointed out that in order to achieve the desired 

outcomes, it is necessary to ensure the system quality, and everyone knows how to use 

it. Otherwise the organizational force will probably achieve the opposite result, and 

decrease the reputation of the managers. 

 Communication: it is crucial in change management because it carries out 

every decision and action. Without enough communication, it is impossible to identify 

user requirements or source of resistance. Communication is the basic technique that 

carries out all change management decisions and actions. It may be even more 

important in GOEs as China is a relationship-oriented country. We can find the 

evidence of the importance of communication in the CIOs answers (see Appendix 8.1 

– 3). 



 

 

IS/IT strategic plan: The CIO confirmed that a strategic plan is crucial to ERP 

success. The plan took two years with the help of the consultancy company. A suitable 

plan is a blueprint: everything related to the ERP project should be considered and 

executed according to the plan. It is important that the IS/IT strategic plan is aligned 

with organizational requirements, thus it is necessary to understand user requirements.  

Planning stage also helps to create organizational readiness for the system. The CIO 

said that he had to convince key managers who votes in company meetings, advertise 

the benefits of ERP systems to employees, and host training sessions if necessary. 

Such actions effectively reduced the resistance, and created an environment where 

ERP system was welcomed. All the decisions were made upon user requirements. 

Motivation: besides the government, the more important reason for 

implementing the ERP system is that the CIO saw the needs of the company‘s future 

development. Martinsons (2004) suggested that GOEs are not motivated to increase 

company‘s profits because the development of the company had nothing to do with 

personal benefits. The on-going GOE revolution changed Martinsons (2004)‘s 

situation. Enterprise C has to be responsible for its losses. The salary of business 

personnel is related to the profit of the company, while the management personnel, 

such as secretary, can get satisfied bonus only if the company has a good year. The 

situation where the government will support GOEs financially is now changed.  

Culture influences: the CIO believed that organizational culture, which means 

the habit, management style, the way of doing business in an organization, is more 

influential to ERP implementation than National culture (see Appendix 8.1-5). The 

CIO confirmed that culture did not influence the ERP project directly. One interesting 

point of the CIO‘s is that he believes PVs actually suffer from culture conflictions 

more severely, which is different from the mainstream opinion (See Chapter 4.1). He 

said: 

“PVs, especially the long-history PVs, are operated in a model of family business. 

The managers must be the children or other close relatives of the owner. Such 

traditional companies took a large percentage of Chinese PVs. Their management 

style conflicts with western management styles embedded in ERP systems. GOEs, on 

the other hand, have studied a lot from western companies and is changing from the 

planned economy to the market economy. ERP implementation actually provides 

GOEs a chance to change.” 

Consultancy Company: consultancy company can be very useful because a 

good consultant company can provide useful advises. Enterprise C relied a lot on 

consultancy company. At the strategic planning stage, the consultant company listed 

potential risks and problems that need to take care of. The CIO spoke highly of their 

opinions. He indicated that the consultant company are more experienced in ERP 



 

 

implementation, and have seen so many cases in the real world. They can sometimes 

predict possible problems and give possible solutions. However, it was the CIO and 

the company managers that have the right to make decisions. The first contract was 

only for strategic plan and training for the first phase, but due to the good cooperation 

relationship, Enterprise C decided to have a long-term relationship with the consultant 

company. As I have discovered in Chapter 4, lack of knowledgeable personnel is one 

of the barriers of ERP success in GOEs. Choosing a good consultancy company and 

building a long-term cooperation with it can be a solution to such problem. However, 

as Robey et al (2002) suggested, it is dangerous to be over-dependent on or 

independent from consultancy company.  

Despite the CSFs, the CIO also pointed out a few challenges of Enterprise C: 

Lack of standard (Business process re-engineering): The CIO believes that 

lack of standard in business operation is the biggest challenge to ERP implementation. 

Lack unified standard for business operation caused difficulties in cross-department 

cooperation and black-boxes in decision-making processes. Department leaders may 

act upon personal preference, and gain personal profit from a project. The main 

purpose of implementing ERP system is to change such situations. The system defines 

standard business process for every business task, thus greatly decreases the 

possibilities of gaining personal profit. Standard business processes also improve the 

efficiency when employees get used to the new processes, and new employees can get 

familiar of how to do their works much more quickly. However, business process 

changes induced great resistance among managers. The CIO had to talk to them face 

to face to get their support and cooperation. It is also difficult to define new business 

processes, because the new business processes have to be aligned with departmental 

requirements while satisfying the system requirements.  

Legacy system: Enterprise C started early in the area of information system build, 

there are different systems run in different department, which caused difficulties in 

information share. Remove the legacy system is difficult in ERP implementation. 

Integration: It is almost impossible to remove all legacy systems at once; the 

compromise is to build a platform so that information can be exchanged between the 

old and the new systems. Considering the company‘s future development, the 

platform also allows new modules to access.  

Data transfer: Enterprise C was first built in 1970s by a different name, data 

transferring is very difficult. Business personnel and technical personnel have to work 

together to decide what kind of data is necessary, what can be managed later or just 

deleted.  



 

 

The CIO said that the most effective way to overcome difficulties is 

communication. It is necessary to cooperate and share information cross-department, 

while communicate with employees and managers can effectively motivate the 

cooperation and decrease the resistance toward information share. Every decision and 

action has to be initiated by the CIO, thus it is important that the CIO is capable of 

taking the overall responsibilities. Such point of view may prove the importance of 

the manager‘s capability. The identified difficulties exist in most of the companies, 

which may indicate that culture difference is not so important that has to be 

considered separately. However, the interview data suggested that culture was 

managed during the whole implementation process, carried out by change 

management actions.  

The ERP implementation process in Enterprise C fit the change management 

perspective, while provided more insights to the theoretical framework. The 

relationship between the 4 CSFs in change management is confirmed. Besides, there 

are four factors that ensure change management CSFs can be carried out: system 

quality, training, communication and force/stress.  

5.3 Conclusion 

The findings from interview have proved H1 and H2 in Chapter 4, while revealed 

the culture influence in details: 

 There is a very strong need of top manager support and commitment in 

GOEs, because structure of GOEs determined that the whole project must be carried 

out by top managers. What‘s more, the managers have to take the responsibility of 

project leader and opinion leader as well. 

 Government policies influence the company. However, the government 

policy is more like a direction than force. People feel the stress of government policy 

because the managers prefer to maintain the reputation of the enterprise (fear of lower 

the rank of the enterprise, for example), and thus, acting upon government policy is 

necessary to GOEs. Regarding ERP implementation, managers can actually take 

advantages of the policy forces. With effective management to the project, such 

characteristic can be effective in reducing organizational resistance. 

 It is confirmed that hierarchy is strict in GOEs and staffs usually don‘t resist 

the decisions from top management. However, the CIO also pointed out that it is 

necessary to ensure the system is good and meets the requirement; otherwise the 

organizational force can be a disadvantage.  



 

 

 Consultancy companies can be very important, especially if the managers 

have little experiences regarding ERP implementation. The CIO said that consultancy 

companies provided many useful advices while making the overall plan. A qualified 

consultancy company should be very experienced in ERP implementation, and should 

predict potential problems beforehand. In Enterprise C, the company had built a 

long-term cooperation with the consultancy company. The CIO confirmed that 

consultants are necessary throughout the whole ERP implementation. Hiring 

Consultancy Company may solve the problem of lack of knowledgeable personnel, 

but the managers still need to improve themselves to avoid over-dependency. 

Besides the culture influences, interview data also proved my assumption that the 

whole ERP implementation process can fit in change management perspective. The 

change management CSFs is the key to ERP success as well, while achieving the 

CSFs requires another 4 factors. There is a relationship between the factors. 

Communication, which can be considered the same important as top management 

support, is the foundation of every action and decision, which enables the CIO to 

understand user requirements and thus make proper training plans and advertising 

ERP benefits. Training and advertising decreases the fear of unknown and builds 

confidence among users, which decreases the user resistance. System quality is one of 

the purposes of having a strategic plan. A successful system should meet user 

requirements and be easy to use. Successful system enables the advantages of 

organizational forces in GOEs, which will reduce passive resistance. 

  



 

 

6. Conclusion &Contribution 

Discussions about culture impacts may have proved that China, as well as other 

countries, does have its uniqueness in culture, but the difference is not as huge as 

people believed. Culture influences are indirectly to an ERP project. It may influence 

the focus of ERP management, but the real problem in China is lack of knowledgeable 

personnel. In China, many managers have not realized the importance of managing 

ERP projects, or simply do not know how to start, which is the main source of ERP 

failures. The conclusion of literature analysis is cross-examined and proved in the 

case study. The structure and characteristics of GOEs are commonly seen as 

disadvantage. However, with proper management to the project, government 

influence can be effective to reduce organizational resistance.  

ERP implementation means to change the way people are used to work, such 

changes will induce confliction to existing business culture in an organization. It is a 

common problem to any enterprise all over the world. It is appropriate to say that 

managing an ERP project is to deal with resistance induced by change. Based on such 

belief, I think a change management perspective will provide a general solution to all 

ERP projects.  

A change management perspective was introduced in the research. It is an 

effective way to deal with organizational changes. As ERP implementation induces 

business process changes, which causes cultural, structural and other changes in the 

organization. People tend to resist change because of habit and fear of unknown and 

failure. The main purpose of change management is to reduce such resistance. There 

are four key elements in change management. Top management support as the 

pre-condition, understanding user requirements ensures the IS/IT strategic plan 

aligns with organizational requirement, and a well-planned IS/IT strategy is the 

blue-print of the whole project. The purpose of change management is to reduce user 

resistance. There are four often used methods to reduce resistance. Communication 

is the foundation of every management decision, which should be viewed the same 

importance as top management support. In China, top managers are usually the 

project leader and opinion leaders in a company, effective communication also affects 

user attitude toward the system. System quality is the condition, which can be 

achieved by having a well-planned IS/IT strategy. A system that is difficult to use or 

failed to meet organizational requirements should not be considered successful.  

Training and advertising is commonly used method to reduce resistance. 

Force/stress may be unique in Chinese companies due to the organizational culture; 

however, force can have negative effects if the system quality is not satisfying.  

This paper gave a view of the most important factors in ERP projects by 



 

 

conducting a literature analysis, and then explored culture influences through a case 

study for supplement and test. It provided different opinions regarding culture 

influences, and pointed out that culture difference can be managed in a change 

management framework. For managers, the paper pointed out that it is necessary for 

Chinese managers to really understand the system before taking any decisions, and 

they have to study about managing and using such systems in order to achieve desired 

results. However, as the research adopted a single case strategy, it is difficult to 

generalize the opinion. The outcome of this paper provided a new opinion that few 

have been considered or tested, which suggested that change management framework 

can be used as a universal approach for any organization in ERP implementation. It is 

necessary to test and modify the theories suggested in this paper in other Chinese 

GOEs in further studies.  

The research contributes to the ERP management research in a way that it 

examined culture influences to ERP implementation in China in a different 

perspective. As most researches claim that Chinese culture is a drawback to ERP 

success and needs to be managed carefully (see Chapter 4), this paper found that with 

proper management, the believed drawbacks can become advantages to ERP success 

in China. Culture problem brings challenges as well as advantages to ERP 

management. Such opinion may reveal a different perspective for current researchers 

to think of the culture problem. It is true that a single case study may be difficult to 

generalize. However, the findings did prove that the widely believed culture 

influences cause ERP failure needs to be modified. Culture and its influences may 

change as time changes, and drawbacks can become advantages under certain 

circumstances. It is too simple to say that Chinese culture is one of the reasons that 

cause ERP failure in China.  
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8. Appendix  

8.1 Question List & Interview  

The interview is semi-structured and thus, questions pops up during the interview. 

I would like to call such questions supplementary question and are listed at the end of 

each section. 

1. Regarding Company Background 

 Do you have overseas branches? If yes, have you considered the system 

integration between the company and the branch(es)? 

A: We don‘t have any branches in foreign countries. We do, however, discussed 

about overseas margin in the past, but it didn‘t work out. We think it is too soon for 

the company to set up foreign branches. But most of our project has foreign project 

teams. Our company is to build basic infrastructures and our main customers are 

located in Africa, South-America and so on. The project teams have access to the 

company website and can use the company system through a USB key, which is like 

using internet bank. 

 Are there any foreign employees in the company? 

We don‘t have foreign employees. The structure of GOE decides that we cannot 

employ foreigners. We need local people and professional experts when we start our 

projects in foreign countries, but the cost of employing such people is expensive. Our 

foreign departments exist only when we have projects; our own employees will work 

and live in that country for years in order to finish the project. But when the building 

is done, we will leave the country and there is no need for local employees any more. 

We are in urgent need of experts, but foreign experts usually require high salaries, the 

salary can be higher than our president in the mother company. So we thought about 

hiring foreigners, but it is not realistic in recent years. 

Supplement question: 

 Do you know about other GOEs?  

 Are GOEs similar to each other? 

A: I can‘t say that all the GOEs are the same, but there are similarities in respect 



 

 

to organizational structure, employees etc. However, the GOE revolution has been 

undertake for more than 20 years, some GOEs, like Enterprise C, has been 

transformed. Most of GOEs still act upon government policy, but it doesn‘t mean that 

the government controls the enterprise. GOEs have to take the responsibility of 

leading the market, if there are any new government regulations published, GOEs are 

supposed to positively react to the new policy. 

2. Project Background 

 The history of ERP project in Enterprise C 

 When did the project re-start? 

 The situation before re-start the project 

A: The Enterprise C is a sub-company, and the project has approximately 

20-year-history. It started within the finance department; the mother company was 

using YongYou at that time, so Enterprise C decided on the same ERP vendor. Then 

the other departments thought the system was great, and as the company develops, 

other department started to feel the stress of management, and they built or purchased 

systems separately within the department. The managers back then did not have an 

overall plan, so each department acquired its own systems from different system 

vendors. The result was that the system allows information exchange only within the 

department. Nothing changed; the information system was available only within a 

small department. The company tried to implement an integrated ERP system during 

2000s, in order to react to the government policy. We made purchase plans for IT 

infrastructures and so on. But the project was never completed. People just work in 

the old ways. But the scale of the company was not large and the market was less 

competitive in the old days, the old working process was not enough to cope with 

today‘s market. So the project re-started around 5 years ago, just the time when I was 

in the position of CIO. I started to make plans for a company-wide, integrated 

information system. It took around 2 years only to make plans and prepare the 

organization. The project is not yet finished until today, but our strategy is to 

implement the system module by module, so we are now using part of the system, and 

it is good.  

 Can the system be modified quickly if the personnel changes? 

The system can be fixed very quickly if there are any personnel changes. We just 

need to notify the IT department and they will change the authorities. It will take less 

than 5 minutes. The system is flexible in such changes, but if the business process 

changes, it will be much more difficult. We have to discuss the new process in 

business meetings before make any change to the system.  



 

 

Supplement question: 

 What are the implemented modules? Why choose these modules? 

A: We have built the unified platform. Other implemented modules include 

finance, HR, mobile office, information security and so on. We decided the 

implementation according to the plan. We are now working on database and data 

transferring. It‘s a lot of work, because we have to decide what kind of data needs to 

be reserved and what need to be deleted. However, once we finish this part, it will be 

very beneficial to us and we are only one step away from implementing business 

intelligence. Other modules include video conference system and purchase module 

should be finished soon.  

 Future vision of the system? 

In the future, the system should be integrated and allow information share 

seamlessly. We have thought about the company‘s future development, it is a difficult 

job but it‘s good for the company. It is a long-way to go, to finish the whole project 

may need more than 5 years, but with the success experiences of implementing the 

modules, we have the confidence to achieve the desired outcomes in the future. 

3. Pre-Implementation 

 Why do you decide to re-start the project?  

A: There are mainly two reasons to re-start the project. First of all, the 

government requires informationalize in GOEs. The state council published a set of 

standards of measurements. If we do not reach the standard, the enterprise rating will 

be lowered, which is bad to the company. On the other hand, as I have said, the 

company has expanded since 1980s, we feel the stress of survive in the market, it is 

difficult to manage all projects by paperwork now. We have so many projects, and 

most of our projects are in foreign countries. We have to manage foreign projects as 

well as domestic projects; an integrated system will greatly help us regarding process 

management, documentation, audition and so on. So far, I believe the change in the 

company is obviously, and the result is pretty good.  

 What‘s your understanding regarding ERP project? Have you changed your 

thoughts during the implementation process? 

My impression to ERP systems has changed during the process of 

implementation. At the beginning, I only know that we must do this (implement the 

system), but then I realize that the system means standardization. I studied the 



 

 

theories of implementing the system, so I know we have to make a plan. I believe the 

main purpose of using ERP system is process management. It is difficult to change the 

habits, but for the long-term development, we have to be process-oriented instead of 

leadership-oriented. The system defines the work flow so no one can act upon 

personal interests. The business processes have been carefully planned and discussed 

with the consultants and ERP vendors, which means that the business process should 

reflect the best way of doing things.  

 How did you prepared for the initiation? 

The preparation work took me a long time and a lot of efforts, I spend more or 

less 6 month to communicate with people in the company. Most of the senior 

managers were agreed on implementing the project, but some of them only agreed 

orally. When it comes to decision-making, such managers are not willing to spend 

money on the project. I had to talk to them personally. I told them that the system will 

be easy to learn, and we as GOEs should positively act upon government policy etc…. 

I also have to communicate with the ERP vendors and consultants about our 

requirements; I think it is useful to ensure that the system is easy to use. There is a 

strategy, we vote in the meet when making big decisions. So I chose to talk to the key 

managers that are influential and are more likely to accept the system. Besides, I had 

to interview employees from different departments in order to understand their 

working processes. We hired Consultancy Company, they helped me a lot in 

identifying possible problems. I talked to the Chairman of the Board and general 

managers, so that they understand the system and agree to cooperate. The strategy 

needs to fit the company‘s future development, so I have to be the bridge of technical 

personnel and business personnel.  

 What are the difficulties and how did you overcome the difficulties? 

There are three main obstacles. First of all, some people believe that the system 

will decrease their autonomy. In the past, the department manager, or a 

middle-manager may choose wholesalers depending on their own preference. But the 

system make the process transparent, every decision is traceable. If anything happens, 

we can trace the responsible person through the system. The transparency makes the 

managers feeling uncomfortable. The second is about habit. People are used to do the 

work in the old fashion, it is difficult for them to study new things. Budget is also a 

problem. According to our plan, the total investment in the system is more than 

millions of dollars. We don‘t invest such amount of money at once of course, but we 

spend a lot of money on IT every year. The main strategy is interview and 

communication. I have to know the employees‘ needs and managers‘ requirements 

before taking any action. I will explain the benefits of ERP systems, hold training 

sessions and get the key manager‘s support.  



 

 

 How about resistance?  

In GOEs like Enterprise C, if the key decision-makers decide on something, 

employees and middle managers will usually do as they were told. It is an advantage 

for centralized management. So I would say that the key to the problem is 

decision-makers‘ support. We do have other actions however. As I have said, we have 

training sessions, key users, online instructions. And the company advertises the 

benefits of ERP systems on the company intranet. Such actions are also very 

important and necessary. But if the key managers show positive attitudes, others will 

less likely to be angry with the decision.  

 Do you differentiate your strategies when deal with resistance? 

Not really. But I have different focuses when facing different employees. The 

strategy changes according to the employee‘s needs. 

Supplement question: 

 How do you make a budget? 

We have an overall plan and a short-term plan. The overall plan describes what 

the system will be when completed, while the short-term plan describes what needs to 

be done within a period, say, one year. The consultants will evaluate the investment 

according to the plan. We have a big budget of millions of dollars, but every year we 

apply for a smaller amount of money according to the work need to be done in the 

year. Until now, 1/3 of the project has been finished, and the budget is also under 

control.  

 Why do you choose YongYou? 

We decided on YongYou because the financial department is using the system. 

Financial is the crucial part of the company, so we decide to follow their system. 

Another reason of choosing Yongyou is that the mother company is using the system; 

it will be easier to share information if we need to in the future. We have checked with 

other ERP vendors, but based on the reasons I said, I did not think about choosing 

other ERP vendors. 

4. Implementation 

 What‘s the challenge of implementing ERP systems? 

During the implementation, the most difficult thing for me is to ensure the new 



 

 

business processes meet our requirements. That is why communication and overall 

plan is important. You have to really understand how the business was done and what 

needs to be improved. Just as I said, communication is the crucial element to achieve 

the purpose.  

 How do you think of consultants? 

Consultants are very helpful. I have little experiences in ERP implementation, 

while the consultants are very experienced. They can identify potential problems in 

the organization and provide useful advises. Sometimes they view the problem from 

different perspectives. The overall plan was made with their help. Their duty was only 

to make the plan, but I decided to extend their service. So during the implementation, 

the consultants became the bridge between the ERP vendor and the company. They 

also provided training sections together with the ERP vendor. It is very important to 

choose a experienced consultancy company.  

5. Organizational culture 

 How do you understand organizational culture and national culture? 

Organizational culture is the habit of an organization, which can be the 

management style, structure, the way of doing things. National culture is more like 

languages, customs, etc.  

 Do you think (organizational) culture impacts ERP implementation? How? 

I think the effects are indirect. Actually organizational culture varies from 

company to company. GOEs are similar to the extent of structure, government 

influence, etc., but they are not the same. Take an example, one of our sub-company 

almost went bankruptcy due to management problems, while another branch was 

managed very well. The concept of ERP comes from western countries, but the core 

of ERP is standardization, lean management and process management. I think some of 

the management concepts come from Japan. Management style changes and advances 

in culture exchanges. So the core problem of ERP implementation is how to manage it. 

The main problem of GOE is that some managers failed to keep up with the society. 

Their mind-set can only adapt to the planned economy when the government took 

responsibility of everything.  

 Supplement Question: How about PVs?  

PVs, especially the long-history PVs, are operated in a model of family business. 

The managers must be the children or other close relatives of the owner. Such 



 

 

traditional companies took a large percentage of Chinese PVs. Their management 

style conflicts with western management styles embedded in ERP systems. GOEs, on 

the other hand, have studied a lot from western companies and is changing from the 

planned economy to the market economy. ERP implementation actually provides 

GOEs a chance to change.  

 What have changed during the implementation process? 

I would say the company changed a lot. Now the company has adapted to the new 

business process and the efficiency was improved. The managers start to relate their 

personal interest to the company profit. The better the profit, the more salaries they 

will get and there is no risk of violate the company regulations. So I would say that 

the management is now standardized. As for the employees, the system actually saved 

trouble for them as well. In the past, they have to explain everything to the manager 

before get the manager‘s approval. And the manager must sign on the paper. It wastes 

a lot of time if the manager is busy or out of the office. With the system, the 

employees can just make calls to the manager and ask him/her to continue the flow on 

the system. 

 How do you evaluate the project? 

We have a set of measurements, which were set up by the consultancy company. 

We do modified a little according to our own situation. We evaluate the measurements 

after a certain period of time. What‘s more, the government published a set of 

standards for companies to self-evaluate. That was also useful. 

 What do you think are critical factors to ERP success? 

I believe I have mentioned when answering other questions. An overall plan, 

communication, training, and understanding user requirements are all important. The 

most important thing is the top-manager‘s support, of course. What‘s more, it is 

important that the project leader, me in the case of Enterprise C, has to understand 

what he/she is doing and what he/she wants to achieve. The system itself is also 

important, because no one would like to use a system that is difficult to understand. 

6. ERP management 

 Did you meet resistance during the implementation process? (Employees, top 

managers) How did you deal with the resistance? Result? 

Of course there is resistance. The resistance comes from different levels of the 

company. Some people may say that they support the implementation, but they act 



 

 

against the system. For example, the managers may disagree with the system-related 

decisions; the employees may affected by the managers‘ attitudes and resist using the 

system. I usually communicate with them, managers first, because the managers have 

the right to vote in company meetings and affect the employees greatly. 

Communication is one of the most effective ways to deal with resistance. 

 What do you think are the duties of senior managers‘ during the 

implementation? Did you complete your task?  

The managers have to take responsibility of everything, including planning, 

decision-making, solving resistance, motivate cooperation, etc. I believe I have 

finished my task quite well.   

 Do you know change management? How do you understand it? 

I think change management is important, because the company changes all the 

time and it is important to select different techniques to deal with different problems. 

Change management is more like a concept from the western management styles, but 

we recently had studied it. I think what I have done for the ERP project is a part of 

change management perhaps. However, all the management theories are about people. 

 Do you think training is necessary? Why? In which aspects does training 

work?  

Training is of course necessary. It teaches the employees how to use the system, 

and thus there will be less panic when the system goes-live. Training in our company 

includes formal training and informal training, formal training is like having training 

sessions and hire consultants or ERP vendors to introduce the system. Informal 

training is like having hotlines or online instructions regarding how to use the system. 

Employees will not feel helpless when they have no idea of the use of the system. I 

believe training is helpful to reduce the user resistance in such ways. 

 

 

 


